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NEW CLIMBS SECTION 

OUTER ISLES 

HOY, St John 's Head 
/\ note, 11Ion!; with un 11 pitoh dc~cription, has been sont of an attempt by D. Ethllrington, 

/\. Moore toclimb the main cliff. Moro impreGGivo than the probable E5 grade and 2 bivouac, 
i that a 3econd attempt ..... a3 made, with another 2 bivouacs but gaining onl y lOm. 1\ big route 
was, however, completed and a description is awaited. 

LEWIS, Dalbeg ( B 225465) 
Thc headland right ( lorth) of Dalbeg beach iG Gplil by an obviouc deep £lot. 11. hrg~ 

boulder sits prominently at the top of this. Walk through the fields to the top of the headland. 
The 3caward 3idc of the slot fom13 a nnrro.,..' buttro~s with an arch through it at thl! bottom. The 
seaward wall of thi s buttress offers several fine routes on good rock. 

Th~ wal l it3elf i3 3plit by an obviou~ quartz cracle running diagonally right to left, Limpet 
Crack and two !;roovc linc~ further right, not viGiblo from abovft. I\cc~CG C:1J1 be g:lined by 
ab3eil or by 3crumblin!; do' .... n a gully to' .... ards tho soa boforo travercing le ft on to eacy :lnsled 
slabs . 

The routes are described from right to left. 

The left end of the wall has a rampline up its ide which fonns a stepped corner where it 
mut3 the wall; thi3 i3 climbablent Vcry Difficult (Rampling, B. DaviGon, Golo). The left edge 
of the ramp finishing up a short crack is climbed at VS (A. Cunningham, B . Davison). 

On the wall proper arc two ~lanting craclc line G, tho righthand and higher of the tn '0 , 
Limpet Crack, offers the better climb. To the right of this starting at half height in the centre 
ufthe wall i3 agroo',c/ramp line running to the left and talIon by foptunll, The urch at the right 
hand end of the wall has t.,.,.o groovo lincG abovo it, ono Gtaning to the ll!ft of the arch and the 
other a few feet to the righ t. 

-Damp Down 35m E3 6a 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 24th May, 1989. 

The lower of the two crucldineG, a bit artificial ae it is pOGGiblu to step down on to the nrnp 
in a few places. 

Start up Rampling until it is possible to pull on to the wall using a flalce. Malce hard moves 
left along the crack under a small roof to a foothold. Continue left to a large foothold, then 
go up the lcfthand of two crock~ to a flat handhold. From thi~ reach right into th~ righthand 
crack and follow it to the top. 

-Limpet Crack 40m E3 5c 

A. Cunningham, B. Davison. 17th May, 1989. 
The im pressive diagonal quartz crack running from the middle of the wall to the left. The 

crux is at mid-height. 

-Neptune a Calling 35m E5 6b 

B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 24th May, 1989. 

Start up a blunt rib loft of Neptuno which loads to a small rib aft~r 7m. From hI" ~ m"lr,.. 
difficult mo~'en left to a small horizontal ~lot and thon loft again to a vertical cra,k bt'f(lre 
nloving up to a lar!;c flal,e/ledge. From here climb right into a Ghallow corner, then lip iot" 
the fini hing grooves of eptune. 
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-Neptune 40m E2 Se 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 17th May, 1989. 

Starting at mid height in the oontre oftho wall is a groovo lino running right to left. Start 
up the wall below this (Srn right of Limpet Crack) to enter the groove and follow it leftwards 
to the top. 

-Wave Watcher Srn E3/4 6a 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 18th May, 1989. 

1. 25m, 6a. Climb the left hand of the two groovoe loft of tho arch with a etrenUOUG Gtart. 
2. 20m, 4c. Finish up the left arete of the slab!buttress . 

-Underneath the Arches 45m E46a 
A. Cunningham, B. Davison. 19th May, 1989. 
I . 20m, 6a. Start at the left hand side of tho arch and climb tho right hand groove right\v:lrd~ 
under the roof to the slab. 
2. 2Sm, 4c. Finish up the left arete of the slab!buttress. 

-Dalbeg Buttress 60m HVS Sb 

B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 17th May, 1989. 
The climb is affected by high tido and a eoa of ton with a big ewoll. Route takeG the front 

of the buttress but the crux is reaching it. 
l. I Srn, Sb. From JUGt above the sea,lean acrose the gap to tho right hand eide of the arch. Using 
an RPl aG a handhold, step acroSG the gap to a lodgo, hoolhooking to gain aoceeD to the ledge. 
Thi3 can bc very :;limy, and may have to be timed to mies the wavee. On co on to the ledge, 
climb up a few metres and belay below an overlap. 
2. 20m, Sa. Go on to the front of the buttroGe and climb up 'Noaving through three overlaps, 
the top one being taken by its left arete. 
3. 25m, 4a. Climb the slab above, then the corner in the middle of the slab. 

East Wall 
Before the black slot is reached (cast or landward side of it), ie an ea~y angled clab with 

a wall facing to sea with two corners. The next 3 routes are found on this wall. 

-Celtic Ray 20m VS 4b 
P. Mallon, C. McCartney. 1990. 

Climb the first comer. 

-Don't Break my Raybans 
C. McCartney, P. Mallon. 1990. 

20m HVS Sa 

Climb the wall between the two corners, trending right to the arete to finish. 

-Born to Fly 20m HVS Sa 
C. McCartney, P. Mallon. 1990. 

This takes the second corner. 

Cave Slab 
From the descent to the Dalbeg Buttress, turn right (facing out) Rt the tnp of 1hp (l~s('~nt 

slab to gain access to the following routes. 
The left edge of the slab is undercut by a large cave whereas the right side runs up to a 

series of steep grooves below an orange coloured slab with a crackline running up iw centre. 
From left to ri ght. 

-The Black Hole 4Sm E4 6b 
B. Davison, A. Cunningharn. 20th May, 1989. 

The Cfd~1,. in the vv(;ilap at the far left hand ('lld, ;tarting by moving into 11 wide un,j('rcut 
niche and then hard moves over the next overlap leads into a short steep corner. Swing right 
and follow the crack in the slab left of the overhang to finish up a short corner. 
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-Simple lim 35m E3 6a 
A. Cunningham, B. Davison. 19th May, 1989. 

Start by hard move~ up the crack 3m right of the la~t route. FolIO'.v the red Glab up to a 
roof/overlap. Truver~e left and pull over the overlap at a quartz vein. Move up and traver~e 
right to the base of a steep corner. Climb this past a huge block. Finish leftwards. 

-Beam Me Up Scotty 30m El 5b 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 19th May, 1989. 

Climbs the wide crack in the eacy rod ftni ching ~Iab. To roach thic, follow a leftward 
trcnding blacl. rump line to pull into a niche at tha baG a of tho final crack (cru,x). 

-Bones 

B. Davison. April, 1989. 

30m Severe 

Start JUGt right of the previollG route and climb up to gain tho thinner right hand crack in 
the red finishing slab. 

-Kling On Corner 25m El Sa 

B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 19th May, 1989. 
Climb tho smooth looking groovo at the righthand side of the red clab. LooGe in placeG. 

Th(; ""At ruutes MC at thccxtrcI11C kft cnd of the slab above the ca but are reached by walking 
lUulllI U,,' h""dl.J.lI\j ufC.I\' ~ Slab .wu "L"tiling duwn" short s':.lward-facing wall to a sloping 
platform. An overlap at the righthand side gives access to the extreme left end of Cave Slab. 
Left of the overlap arc 2 groo" 'e~, Dilithium Cr/~tals and Its no Good Captain che'G Breaking 
Up. The routes are described from the abseil point rightwards. 

-Warp Drive 
B. Davison. 25th May, 1989. 

ISm VS 4c 

The abseil willl i3 pocketed with a erucic und a ~hallow groove running up it 3m left of 
Dilithium Crystals. Climb the wall. 

-Dilithium Crystals 20m HVS Sa 

A.Cunningham, B. Davison. 21 st May, 1989. 
Climb the second groove left of the overlap on good cracks and pockets. 

-Its /la Good Captain she's Breaking Up 20m HVS 4c 

B. Davison. 25th May, 1989. 
Th" fil,tgl'Ouv" IcftofulCovcflap. Start up a ramp hardcrthan it looks and into the groove. 

-Captain's Log 30m HVS Sa 

A. Cunningham, B. Davison. 21st May, 1989. 

Cross the overlap at iw lowest point, then movo up over2 smal l overlaps on to the top slab 
dlld hcoau UI-' tUWdl d, a gl'OOVC cappcd by an overhang. Climb the cruck on the left of thi s to 
the top. 

Black Zawn 
TII" ""At LdWil NUlth to Cave Wall is lilarkcd by 2 large cairns at its top. The zawn has 

an ea3)' ~Iab on it~ northern side und a cteep back wall Gpl it by Old Salt, a right to loft diagonal 
quartz crack starting from a ledge half way up the wall, above a cave. 

The blacle south wall has a ledge running up left (facing the wall) from the Gca and ending 
by some large flakes used as a belay point. The top of the wall has 3 prominent corners, the 
large~ t and left onc being taiccn by Sea Shanty, the middle and shorter one being Briny 3nd 
to the right of this is the left-facing corner of Salty Old Sea Dog. 

The routes arc reached by abseiling down the wall to the right of centre, and moving along 
tho ledge. They cun abo be reachod by climbingdo· .... n at low tide from the bottom of the abceil 
into Warp Drive (described above). 
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-Sea Shanty 40m HVS 5a 
A. Cunningham, B. Davison. 21st May, 1989. 

F"_'"1 the left <:dg~ of lhe ledge, IIIVI't" 1I]J ,md left t~, Iighte[ c'.'lmlred rod. 3nd ~ ledge 
system tmding left. At the bottom of the corner, move up this exiting right. 

-Briny 35m El 5b 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 21 st May, 1989. 

From the $ame $tart at the flakes atthe left and of the ledge, move up a faint blunt rib above 
the belay, directly below thc V of the corner, to 30l11e overhanging un3tubk-looking block3. 
Weave left through these to the start of a good crack and into the top corner. 

-Salty Old Sea Dog 30m VS 4c 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 21st May, 1989. 

Strut 5m right of the prcvious route. Climb a short comcr to alcdgc, Illcn up a craek till 
possible to move left and into the bottom of the corner. Follow this to the top. 

-Sea Monster 30m Hard Severe 4b 
A. Cunningham, B. Davison. 21st May, 1989. 

rmrned; .'I~I)' ';gt!1 of the la~t wUle i~ :~ C')ITIt"r [:King Ihe se:1. A ~leep ~I:Ul lip Ihi~ k:ld~ 
to a ledge at halfhcight. Cros> Ilti" and dimb up a':iad .. llt lliC left sidc of tli(. h..dglo tu d fUldl 
Sleep finish. 

-Navy Cut 30m HVS 5a 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey, B. Marshall. 23rd July, 1989. 

Follow the two-tiered corner at the right end of the black wall. 

-No Fags/or Christmas 15m VS 4c 
B. Marshall, D. MacGimpsey, A. MacFarlane. 23rd July . 1989. 

Thi~ take~ the groove at the ~eaward cnd of the West facing wall about7m right of Navy 
Cut. 

The back wall of the zawn has a quartz crack running down from a ledge above a cave 
at the bottom right side of the wall. Abseil down to the ledge. 

-Old Salt 40m E3 5c 
B. Davison, A. Cunningham. 22nd May, 1989. 

r,.O,li 11',(; left ';11J vf tl", ltUg", [ollow the qU111li. CldCK didgullally left tu gdin" hodg" aft"l 
about 30m. It would be ponn ible to fini nh up a groove abm'c here. The crack, however, 
continues at ledge level so step down and follow it leftwards to its finish. 

Small West Wall 
From the headland north of the black zawn, drop down (moving away from the black 

zawn) to a black rock platform with a pool in it about 20m above the aea. To the right of the 
pool iE an Easy angled wall with an overhang at the bottom, which haG boen climbad at Hard 
Sf'Vf'fI~ , starting from the right, or with a 5e direct start. This is bounded on the right by two 
comera, Original Route and Solitude, and 10m right is the wide overhanging chimney/crack 
of Mongrel. 

-Original Route 10m Very Difficult 
B. Davison. April,1989. 

The obviou3 corner right of thc slab. It is possible to move out on to the wullnelil' tli(. t01' 
at Hard Severe. 

-Solitude 
B. Davison. May, 1989. 

To the right is another corner with an awkward start. 

-Sunday Stroll 
B. Davison. 13th May, 1990. 

\Om VS 4c 

\Om VS 4c 

Start as fm SoJitudp, thpn .ftPr4m, s"' ing right on to the nose of the arete and round to 
a ledge to finish up the wall at the back. 
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-Hang It 
A. MacFarlane, B. Marshal!. 18th June, 1989. 

To the right is a short overhanging crack leading to the ledge. 

-Mongrel 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 24th August, 1989. 

Ascend the overhanging squeeze chimney right of Hang It. 

10m HVS Sa 

8m VS 4c 

Below and left of the rock platform ie a wall , the centre of which ic a groove capped by 
an overhang with a hanging plaque ofroclc to it~ left. The bottom of the wall can be reached 
I:ly ~.I:>~P'jJ or <rramb!ingoo"'p st~rrf"d !edges from the platform. The routes are desnibed from 
right to left. 

-Tea For Two 
D. MacGimpsey, A. Newey. July, 1989. 

ISm VS 4c 

A<rpnri< th~ <~". II",., ('omerright of the (werhang, start ing lip a cnd:. A "ariati0n start lip 
the slab to the left is Sb. 

-Down Under ISm E2 6a 
B. Davison, A. MacFarlane. 13th May, 1990. 

Climb the groove to the left of the overhang, then over it 011 good fUlgcr jams. 

-Gleaning the Bone ISm E2 Se 
A. MacFarlane, D. Stelfox. 28th August, 1989. 

To the left of the groove ic a narrow wall/pillar with a hanging plaque ofroclc. Climb thi c. 

-Flying Teapot ISm HVS Sa 
D. MacGimpsey, A. MacFarlane. July, 1989. 

Climb the groove left of the narrow pillar. 

Ldt of f'l y ing Teapot past a blunt arete is ar. ea,y-angled slab/wall climbed at Severe 
(He:nry 's Harrl Times) with a Diff comr,r nn its left. Left aga in is an overhang with r.rar.ks 
going through its left and right hand ends, Endurance. 

-Endurance ISmE46b 
B. Davison, A. MacFarlane. 21st May, 1990. 

This tak"s the camel' and erack through thG right side of the roof. Climb the corner to tile 
bottom of the groove. Awkward moves up the groove lead to the overhang. A foothold on the 
right helps progre s through the overhang to the headwall and a sloping fmish. 

-Ruth's Lazy Day 20m Hard Severe 
D. MacGimpsey, C. Allan. May,1989. 

Climbs the groove left of the overhang. 

-Clean Hand Gang 20m E3 Sb 
B. Davison. 24th May, 1990. 

This takes the wall to the left as directly as possible. StaJt at the right hand side of the wall, 
th",n make moves up and left to a good hold. A long reach to a flat incut leads to good holds 
trending right to a ledge. Climb the edge of the groove to the top. 

-Jessie James 20m E2 Sb 
B. Davison. 24th May, 1990. 

The arote forming the loft cide of tho wal!. Start on tho right cide of the areto, up tho loft 
side of the wall to a good livid. Mv,,, ldt Lv ~vvJ uut ,pa.:,.:,d holds on the /llue leading to a 
ledge. Finish by moving up and left into Outlaw. 

-Outlaw 20mHVS Sa 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey, B. Marshal!. 23rd July, 1989. 

The groove immediately left of the arete, exiting up the corner. 
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-Robbery Under Arms 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 1989. 

653 

20m El 5b 

The middle of the J grooves starting up the lefthand &eries of cracks and small ledges. 
Continue lip the hanging nose of rock, then step right ot finish. 

-Thuggery 20m HVS 5b 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey, B. Marshall. 18th June, 1989. 

The lefth3nd groo\le, Wtrting lip a corner P3£t 3 fhke to continue through the roof. 

Big West Wall 
Immediately after the groove of Thuggery, the wall goinG height and iG capped by an 

overhang with a corner running through it at either cnd . The wall eurves round into the next 
zawn where a recess offers a corner climb up either side. 

-New World 
B. Davison. 17th May, 1990. 

25m El 5b 

LcJt of Thuggery, start up " stccp gfoove ju;t right of the ov.:;rhang wllieh runs along the 
boto,l1 of thc wall. At the top of the groove, move right to a ledge, thell elimb the wall to the 
prominent corner at the right hand end of the top roof. 

-Island of No Return 
B. Davison. 17th May, 1990. 

35m HVS 5a 

About 7m left of where the overhang running along the bottom of the wall ends, a square
cut groove ,-,"ppcJ bj a .>, .... ,," foof j. to lA. foul1d. Mo·vc Up to the top of th.:. g,·oov.:., th.:.n hill)d 
traverse right 4m to a foothold and ascend the cracks to a basalt intrusion. Move to a ledge 
j¥'1I HIt:' light, then lip 10 another ledgf:". TH' \/t:'l ~t:" It:'fi iut l) HIt:' bO(t(UllIJ[ the f.'1)lUt;"! Wili/: !. Hl 'fi r ~ ... 

the left end of the top overhang. 
About 6m left is the recess which the next 2 climbs take. 

-New Addition 
B. Davison. 17th May, 1990. 

40m HVS 4c 

The right hand corner of the rece33 is followed passing a f1akc/chinmey whieh leads to 
a ledge. Follow the corner to the top. 

-First Born 40m VS 4b 
B. Davison. 17th May, 1990. 

Climb the left hand corner of the recess to a ledge, then up a wall before stepping left into 
a shallow chimney and corner leading to the top. 

Preacher Zawn 
The next zawn North has a large block leaning against the wall and a fence ending at its 

top. The centre of the north wall is cut by a wide crack, Red Hand Gang. 

-Red Hand Gang 35m E2 5b 
D. Stelfox, A. MacFarlane. 28th August, 1989. 

Ascend the prominent crack near the collapsed block. Loose. 

-Mr Big Comes Clean 30m E2 5c 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 30th July, 1989. 

To the right of Red Hand Gang are 3 corners. Climb the right hand. 

-A Prophet's Doom 20m E3 6a 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 16th July, 1990. 

Climb the crack line 3m right of the previous route. Sustained. 
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NEW TOLSTA, Garry Bay. 

Grey Castle or Duin Athail (see SMCJ 1974, p268). From the end of the North Tolsta road 
to Gnrry Bench. continue. up the. pe.at ro~d until the, road VCGrs inland. Prom he.re he"d No)'th 
and in about 20 min the castle- like crag is easily seen on the coast. 

The bu)' jU3t Ncn1h of the tower offers d fcw po:;siblc climbs. About 40011i NUlth uf he 
tower is 0 woll with 4 lorge bouldcrs at the bottom. The folio W ilig 2 lOlltc. ilf(. rCdc!II.;J by 
abseil down this wall. 

-Haar ISm Severe 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 5th July, 1989. 

Immediately above the 4 boulders is a slabby wall. Cljmb it. 

-The Milky Bar Kid 20m VS 4c 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 15th July, 1989. 

North of the ~ boulders is a large arched roof and on from thiG a south facing corner. Start 
up a ramp on the right of the corner, then enter the majn corner. 

Direct Start El Se Start up the stoop jamming crack which forms the bottom oftho corner. 

Grey Tower 

From the laGt routes, it iG pOGsible to sec :2 obvious corner lines on the grey tower. 

-Celtic Swing 65mEI 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 5th July, 1989. 
Follows the right hand corner. 

1. 4a Up the wall and comer to belay on a ledge with some loose rock. 
2. 5b/c Either up from the belay 2m, then traverse left to a 5hOlt COlTIcr and up right tu a 1<11 ge 
ledge, or straight up a crack from the belay and then left to the large ledge. From the ledge, 
take the left crack to a belay. 
3. 4c Follow the co mer until below a large pillar. Traverse left to exit. 

-Druid 65mE2 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 20th June, 1989. 
Follows the left hand co mer. 

1. lOm, Sa. Climb the wall to the right of the corner to belay on the ledge. 
2. 35m, 5b. Step into the corner and follow it to a ledge. 
3. 20m, Sa. Continue up the comer. 

To descend from these 2 routes , climb up about ISm and traverse east on grass ledges. 
Movo a fmv feot on to the north wall and do·.m heather. Delicate down climbing for lOm; or 
abseil from the top. 

n .. IIIP ~m\ll! sid~ '.or lh~ l')"'~r lleluw the gJ")\S~ :md [h~ 1971 IvhcKeu1.ie l(.)Ule, :u'e 3 
obvious open comers at sea level, The Open Books. 

-State a/Mind 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 13th August, 1989. 

The right hand comer 

-Cloud Burst 
B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 13th August, 1989. 

The left hand corner. 

The following notes were sent by J.R. Mackenzie somewhat belatedly: 

Ard Phenis Head (NA 9929) 

20m El 5b 

20m E2 Se 

Two miles north of Drcnish village is Camus Islivig Day. This has cliffs of up to 60m, 
composed of gneiss and migmatites, plus several sea stacks. 

The Ard Phcnis Haad, wruch is a vertical moos of gneiss, is bordered on tha right by a fine 
overlapped slab which provides the following route. 
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-Route Major 60m Very Difficult 
J .R. Mackenzie, A. McDonald, A. MacDonald. 17th August, 1971. 

Dcst approachcd from the bay ut low tide, otherwi~o a 35m traver~o out to the ~ lab i ~ 
needed. Start beneath the left hand comor and up a Glab to ctop loft into the corner, climb a 
chimney and belay in a recess. Surn10unt overlap above, then eas ily left and up steep corner 
on big holds. Traverse right to centre of slabs, following fault lines to finish. 

Beannan a' Deas (map ref unknown by Ed) 
The 1933 party climbed tho very ~teep ~ Iabby faco on tho NVv Gide of the hill, leaving :t 

cairn to mark their route. To the left of the 1933 route is a steep crack. 
-The Geal Crack 90m VS 

A. MacDonald, J.R. Mackenzie. 18th August, 1971. 
Climb the fine cruck for 30m ~tarting at a cairn, belay on ledge above. Climb an easy slab, 

then a wall split by a thin crack. Either finish up the crack or, better, step right into a scoop 
leading to the top. An ea~ier alternative to the top pitch ic to ctep right into the 1933 corner 
groove which makes the first pitch the crux. 

The Eye Peninsula 
Sea cliffs of 8 variable nature exist here near the village of Bayble. Care can be taken as 

far a3 an aircraft beacon, then waUe left and contour tho cliff edge to follow a path dm'/O a 
grassy gully. I\t sea level, cross blocks and the route below starts by a slab, which is due east 
from the beacon. 

-Jacob's Ladder 80m VS 
A. McDonald, A. MacDonald. 29th August, 1971. 
Variation top. J.R. Mackenzie, A. MacDonald. 12th December, 1971. 

Climb thc slab and corner to grass and belays below a crack (15m). Go up the crack, step 
left to an overhang and over this, then traver~e right to a groove. Climb a slab to a shallow 
chimney which is taken to u gras~y receo~ and belay~ (~Om) . There is now a choice of exits. 
The original fini~h elin1bed over the belay to a comor; by thic way the ,-,,'hole climb ic Severe. 
The variation finish traverses right over first grass, then slabs, then hand traverses across the 
steep face on good holds before swinging over a bulge to a small ledge. Traverse right to a 
corner, climb this , then up a slab for a short distance before hand traversing left to a sloping 
shelf. Finish by surmounting the arete and an easy slab (25m). 

HARRIS, Glen Scaladale, Creag Mo 
-Macbeth Variation HVS 5a 

A.MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 8th July , 1989. 
I. Start at the 10·,.,.e3t rock below a corner/groove. Climb tho groovo paGG ing looco blockc and 
n 3hort o~'erhnnging wall. Continue a further 7m untillovcl with the firEt belay of Macb€'th. 
Traverse left for 3m, then up a rounded edge to a belay below some roofs. 
2. Climb a chimney to a grassy ledge and join Macbeth. 

-AllIipodean Exile 40m E25b 
A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 8th July, 1989. 

From the right hand end of the amphitheatre, follow a grass ledge to a blunt arete. Start 
just left of the arete which bounds the left wall. 

Climb 5m to the incipient crack. It is possible to step left into the main crack and follow 
this but if wet, traver~e right and up the aro\C climbing the double cracks and on to the top via 
a shallow chimney. 

-King Billy 
A. MacFarlane, D. Stelfox. 26th August, 1989. 

50m HVS 

I. 4c Start up the wall in1mediately right of the long low overhang of Little Bow Peep and go 
up to a grass ledge. 
2. 5a Go up the wall trending right into a corner. Follow this, then exit left through a roof. 
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-Herbivore Direct 
B. Davison, A. MacFarlane. 19th May, 1990. 

E36a 

FollO'o'" Herbivore till it traveree3 right midway up the obvious comcr. Continue up the 
corner with difficulty to a sloping finish. 

The original line of Herbivore '.vae ropoatod, HVS Sa being the modem grade. 
Sgurr Scaladale: The 1961 routo Miolnir ..... an repeated without the aid to enter the chimney 
(VS 4c), by A. MacFarlane, B. Davison. 

STRONE ULLADALE 
-Flake way to the Stairs 120m E2 5c 5b 5c Sa 

The aid on pitcheG 2 and 3 wae eliminated and a more direct top pitch up a corner left of 
the Gtance added. ThiG top pitch waG probably the name an for Beyond the Ilunges. A. 
MacFarlane, B. Davison, July, 1990. 

CREAG DUBH DHlBADAlL, 
-Borealis 

A. MacFarlane, D. MacGimpsey. 14th July, 1990. 
Start as for Aurora. 

I. :lOm, Sa. Go up tho groo ... e to a cizeable ledge direetl)' below a triangular roof. 

80mE2 

2, 30m, 5b. TravorGe right to a right faoing corner. Co up this to a sloping ledge. Mo\'e left 
to a right-facing corner and climb this to a belay ledge, as for Midguard. 
3. 30m, 4c. Go up a lab to a left-facing corner/chimney. 

-Hitch Hiker 160m E2 
A. MacFarlane, B. Davison. April , 1990. 

Start at the right hand cnd of the oliff about IOm right of the wide crack of ~olitude and 
below and left of an obvious roof. 
1. 40m , 5b. Start up a slabby rampline as Take Two, trending rightwards to belay on a small 
ledge after passing a quartz band using 3 aid points due to wet. 
2. 4Om, 5c. Move up a cteep groove above the belay to a eloping ledge below the right hand 
end of a large roof, then traverse left to a ledge at the other end of the roof. 
3, 40m, 4c. Hand travorce right to the arete, then olimb up a ramp line trending left. 
4. 40m, 4c. Move left to finish up a corner and leftward trending groove. 

MULL, An Garradh ( M 609204) 
The main face ic an impoeing plaque of nteep, clean and apparently smooth rock devoid 

of obvioUG feature G apart from a big overhang high on ite left. It ie boundcd on the right b)' 
a hugo candetonc dyleo (Dropout) and on the left by fairly vegetated slabby ground leading 
up to twin comere left of tho big overhang. The rocl( in a compact rhyolite with an 
unpredictably brittle curface. Mont eracke are formed by looee bloclce and flakes and carrying 
a largo rack, including eovorallmifeblude pegn, in recommended. /\ paranoid style of climbing 
i& mquirod with a potontial threat to both leader and second (lilee the runners, the bela)'s must 
be treated with suspicion). The unusual grade is designed to reflect this. Despite the 
cautionary descript.ion, the underlying rock is sound and the central route prm'ided n 
magnificent adventure with an air of tension ratherthan imminent doom . Theclifffaces south 
and dries fairly quickly; a strong sun may be more of a problem. 

-Knocking on Heaven's Door 
B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 30th April/1st May, 1990. 

2lOm E5 

The route starts right of centre and tronds left until clone undcr the big oycrhang. On day 
I , climbing on sight, an escape line to the left was taken. On day 2 the belay under the overhang 
was regained by abceil and a right fini sh was produced. A truly direct finish awai13! At the 
bottom left of tho face ie a long overhang. Start at easy· angled slabn midway between this and 
the dyke. 
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I. 25m, 4c. Climb steepening slabs to belay below a small heathery ledge. 
2. 20m, 5c. Gain the ledge, move right to a flake, then step up into a shallow depression. Climb 
up this, exiting on the right to a belay ledge. 
3. 15m, 5a. CHmb a heathery groove on the left, then continue left to a ledge below a long 
overhang. 
4. 25m, 5c. Climb a steep groove left of the overhang, then trend right to a ledge and poor 
belay. 
5. 15m, 5c. Climb a flake at the right end of the ledge, then move back left across the wall to 
a bottomless groove. Go up this to a flake and step left to a rock ledge about IOm below the 
right end of the big overhang. The Seductive Finish goes left from here. Instead, 
6. 15m, 5b. Go up towards the overhang, then traverse right on smoother rock to a ledge and 
poor belay. 
7. 45m, 5c. Gain a higher ledge on the right and from its far end, descend about 5m until 
possible to gain the rib on the right. Continue right over a bulge and across ledges to gain the 
dyke. Go up this to a good belay. 
8. 45m, 4c. Continue up the dyke to finish obviously on the left. 

-Seductive Finish 85m El 
This is an optional finish, less direct but on better rock. It avoids the hardest pitch. 

6. 20m, 5a. From the belay under the big overhang, traverse left and slightly up until a ledge 
appears unexpectedly below and round the arete. It is gained by a sensational small jump. 
7. 50m, 5b. Star Trek goes up and right from here to climb the huge, hanging, right hand 
corner. After a short descent, go up the left corner on good rock until it deteriorates near the 
top. 
8. 15m, -. Finish on the left. 

-Dropout 180m E3 
B. Davison, A. Smith. 26th May, 1987. 

Takes the big dyke/chimney bounding the right side of the main face. 
I. 30m, Sa. Climb the chimney, belay on the right before overhangs. 
2. 35m, 5b. Move back left and climb through a second set of overhangs. Belay below a third 
set. 
3. 35m, 5b. Go over the overhang and continue to grass and a tree belay. 
4. 35m, 5a. Continue up the chimney, sometimes on the left wall. 
5. 4Sm, 4c. Continue up the dyke to finish obviously on the left. 

-Star Trek 180m E3 
B. Davison, A. Smith. 27th May, 1987. 

Takes the right hand fork of the twin corners at the top left of the crag. Start left of the 
overhangs at the bottom left of the main face. 
I. 30m, Sa. Follow a line of weakness left, then traverse right along a grass ledge to belay 
below a hanging block. 
2. 30m, 5a. Surmount the overhang and continue up to a tree belay. 
3. 45m, 4c. Climb rightwards, mainly on grass, to a big ledge below the corners. 
4. 15m, 5a. Climb the lower half of the coners to their junction. 
5. 45m, 5c. Climb the right hand corner past a ledge at half height to a large ledge. 
6. I Srn, 4b. Climb a corner at the back of the ledge. 

-Mincing Gay Bar Loiterer 
B. Davison, C. Moody, A. Smith. 27th June, 1987. 

165m E2/3 

The route is high on the right of the preceding routes, finishing up the corner before the 
crag degenerates into shattered rock further right. The 5b section on the last pitch is on 
reasonable rock but there is also some 5a which is sustained, loose and poorly protected. Start 
at the top of an easy ramp. 
I. 40m, -. Go up slabs to belay below a niche capped by an overhang. 
2. 2Sm, 4c. Go up right of the niche to a large ledge. 
3. 55 m, 4b. Walk left, then move rightwards, then leftwards along a crack to below an 
overhang at the start of the corner. 
4. 45m, 5b. Climb a flake on the left to a ramp and continue to a ledge. Move left and climb 
a detachable flake left of the corner. 

Note: There are further routes on this crag but the first ascenders have deeHned to pubHcise them. 
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RHUM, Hallival, West Face 
High on the west face ofHallival ,just below the summit and over looking Atlantic Corrie, 

is a compact crag which looks deceptively scrappy from below. It does however offer some 
fine routes. The most prominent feature seen from below is the Western Slab, to the left of 
which is Western Wall. Right of Western Slab is Hourglass Buttress, easy angled in its lower 
reaches, but with a fine steep slab above a grassy ledge at the 'waist' of the buttress. Right 
again is a broken area of ribs (Central Ribs), ending in a prominent V-groove which bounds 
the left edge of Western Ridge. To the right of this, the rocks become more broken and lesser 
in height. There are easy descents at either end of the crag. 

-Grendel 21mVS 
J. Mitchell, E. Mitchell. 18th July, 1990. 

From the left end of Western Wall, climb a black streaked wall and groove to ledges. 
Climb steeply up the right wall , mantelshelf onto an overhanging ledge, and finish up an 
overhanging crack. 

-Fugazi 21m VS 
E. Mitchell, J. Mitchell. 18th July, 1990. 

10m left of Troll Corner, climb a blunt nose to gain an obvious niche. Climb the steep right 
wall onto a small ledge, then bridge up to a mantelshelf onto an overhanging block. Move left 
and climb the steep head wall, traversing right to a break, then climbing a corner to the top. 

-Troll Corner 21mVS 
N. Reid, J. Mitchell. 18th July, 1990. 

At the junction of Western Wall and the side-wall of Western Slab, climb a steep corner 
crack with an overhanging direct exit. ·Continue up a slab to finish left of a rock gargoyle. 

-Slab Direct 
J. Mitchell, . Reid. 18th July, 1990. 

23m Very Difficult 

Climb straight up the centre of Western Slab, finishing to the right of the rock gargoyle. 

-Cullie's Route 23m Very Difficult 
M. Dunlop, A. Bain. 18th July, 1990. 

Climbs the right side of Western Slab, to the right of the scrappy groove. 

-Moss Slab 
A. Bain, M. Dunlop. 18th July , 1990. 

12m Severe 

Lies on the upper section of Hourglass Buttress. Climb from the bottom left corner, 
traverse onto slab, and climb to the top. 

-Bishop's Groove 18m Severe 
N. Reid, J. Mitchell. 18t11 July, 1990. 

This route takes the obvious V-groove to the left of Western Ridge. Scramble up some 
loose blocks to a belay at sound rock. Climb the groove to the top. 

-Pandora's Box 
J. Mitchell , . Reid. 18th July , 1990. 

35m Severe 

Start at the left edge of Western Ridge. Climb a narrow slab and left-facing corner to a 
large overhang which is turned on the right. Climb a V-groove to a steep wall, which is 
climbed using the left side crack to an overhanging prow and a belay. Traverse 5rn right and 
bridge up an easy open V -groove above. 

-Western I<idge 45m Severe 
A. Bain, M. Dunlop. 18th July, 1990. 

From the lowest rocks of Western Ridge, climb directly to a belay at an overhang. Climb 
the overhang to the end of continuous climbing at 24m. Continue up over two short walls 
separated by grass ledges. 
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HALLlV AL, South-East Face, Lower Tier 
-Nice' n' Easy 20m Hard Severe 

j, Mitchell, N. Reid. 16th July, 1990. 
i\pprox 20m left of the gully bounding the left edge of AlIival Slab i~ a ~mall pyramid 

shaped buttre33. Climb the well defined left bounding arete, '.vith an entertaining finiEh. 
Breeze (variation) 20m Severe 

A. Bain, M. Dunlop 16th July, 1990 
Climb Oxford Groove for 3m. Make a rightward3 ri3ing traverGe onto a wall for Srn. From 

a broad ledge, climb a 3hort urete, then traver3e loft to a crack line '.vhich ic followed to the 
terrace. 

Middle Tier 
-Allivalhalla 

N. Reid, J. Mitchell. 16th July, 1990. 
37m Very Difficult 

Gain the bottom Icft corner of AlIival Slab. Make an easy rising traverse into a vegetatious 
crack heading to an obvious corner. \Vhere the 31ab 3teepens boforo the comer, move 3m right 
and follow a thin craclc to the left of a detached block, exiting on to an eaGier angled slab left 
of an obvious horizontal overhanging block. 
Note 
Ilnllival, South East Pace. I'lnke and Crack Route. John Mitchell roports that tho original 
route haG now been modified slightly , the flake having faJlon to the coiro floor. An alternative 
start has been made (J.Milchell and E. Mitchell , 16th July, 1990), starting by a rising traverse 
from the bottom left corner or Allival Slab to an obviou small pinnacle. The original line is 
followed thereafter. 

MULL OF CAR A, Carraig Mhor 
These fine epidiorite cliffs, reaching a maximum height of 40m, ri se above a boulder 

jumble at the 30uthern tip of Cam. They arc largely steep and olean with few nesting birds. 
In contrast, the lower more broken cragG, extending northwards along the east coast, support 
much bird life. The main crag is bounded on iw oast aido by a Gheer 'Nail above a dipping band 
of deeply eroded sandy rocle and on itG west side by a dwindling Glabby face . Scars (and debris) 
from several large, relatively recent rockfalls are evident. Access to the base of this crag can 
be affected from the weGt at beach level and from the cast via the hill side above , down broken 
ground just beyond the sheer wall. The OS I: I 0000 and I :25000 maps do not depict this 
break, erroneously showing the main crag linking to the lower crag of the cast coast. 

-Rubha Rib 45m VS 4c 
G.E. Little, R.G. Reid. 15th September, 1990. 

This route takes a clean lino up the Glab and rib where the angle of the face easeE near the 
west cnd of the crag. A kite Ghaped recess JUGt above ground lovel UUEt left of a bl:!ck 
overhanging corner) marks the start of the route. 

Climb into, then directly above the kito ·shaped receSG to Gmoother rock (Gtrenuous). Pull 
right, then up to the top of a large flake. Climb the clean slab wall above, just left of a groove, 
then step right on to the rib. Climb this and left-trending groove above. 

-Cara Corner 30m E2 5b 
G.E. Little, R.G. Reid. 16th September, 1990. 

Takes the obvious corner bounding the left side of the sheer wall at the cast cnd of the crag. 
Spectacular climbing with ~omo friable holds. Proteotionjust adequate, although difficult to 
place. 

Scramble to the base of the corner. Climb it, pa5G ing a grass tuft and a slim groove on the 
left willl to gain a semi detached, flat topped flaJ(C on the left. Ascond tho loft wall to a small 
ledge. Move back to a rock pedestal , then up the corner to finish. 
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-Thomas Traverse 
R.G. Reid, G.E. Little. 16th September, 1990. 

40m El 5b 

Start at th& bottom oftho prominent crack Gplitting the face to the left of Car a Comcr.l\n 
excellent varied route. 

TraverGO hard left to gain a grasG patch under an ob .. ious dllJ"k roof. Mo .. e. left to a good 
foothold (crux), then layback up a flake edge into a groove. Gain a foothold on the left 
bounding rib, then up to below a small overhang. Pull over this, then climb short walls to gain 
a good ledge on the right below the final corner. Up this strenuously in two steps to the top. 

SKYE 

Sgurr Hain Crag (NG 508201) 
The crag is situated approx 0.5km west of the southern end of Loch na Creitheach, and 

t.5km north oftheCamasunary bothy. It faces south-east, and consists of two main buttresses, 
separated by a wide gully. The rock varie~ from perfect gabbro to Gome rather loose sections. 
There is scope for many new routos on obvioUG lineG. These routeG would be both fairly hllJ"d 
and require cleaning. 

-Peterless Crack 120m El 
T. Walkington , A. Cunningham. 20th May, 1990. 
I. ISm 5b. Start Srn loft of a Grnall bay Uustleft of the toe of the buttre~~). Climb O\'er initial 
bulges , moving right then leftwards to gain a crack-line in slabs. 
2. 20m 5b. Continue up tho cracIc lino, going through an overhang, and up to a block belay. 
3. 20m Sa. Directly above the belay, climb a crack line through overhangs to a grass ledge 
which is traversed left to the foot of a corner. 
4. 35m. Climb a corner/groove until steep heather leads to some rowan trees. 
5. 30m. Move round to the right and follow slabs to the top. 

-Bryanrless Crack 40m HVS 
T. Walkington, A. Cunningham. 20th May, 1990. 
I. ISm ~c. Start at th& Gmall bay mentionod in the previouG description. Climb the ovcrhanging 
corner to slabs. 
2. 27m ~c. Continue up the corner to a block. Make an awkward exit onto a gangway up on 
the left, and continue up leftwards to the block belay on PeterlesG Crack which is followed 
to the top. 

The noxt three routas lie on the bounding wall of the buttre~s, high up on the wide central 
gully. 

-Assault Course Bimbo 
T. Walkington, A. Cunningham. 19th May, 1990. 

30mE4 

An excellent pitch on perfect rock, very sustained with "ery good protection. Takes a thin 
crackline up the centro of a vertical ·.vall high up on thc left bounding wall of thc widc central 
gully. Scramble up for 10m to belay at some blocks. 
1. 30m 6a. Climb to tho top of the bloolcG JUGt loft of the crack. Malce a ~hort traverse along 
a quartzite band to the crack, which is followed to the top. 

-Witchless Corner 20m VS 4c 
T. Walkington, A. Cunningham, M. Smith. 21st May, 1990. 

Thi~ route takeG the obvious cornor Gevoral motreG to the right of, und Glightly higher thun, 
Assault Course Birnbo. Pleasant and well protected. 

-James' Crack 85m HVS 
T. Walkington, A. Cunningham. 18th May, 1990. 

The climb folloWG the continuouG vortioal aorner on the right bounding wall of the gully, 
at about the same level as Witchless Crack. The crack starts about 12m beneath a large 
jammed boulder in the gully (not the wider crack Srn below the boulder). Follow the cruck 
in ilG entinlty, poorly protectod in iIG uppor GOOlion , but with most 1003c rock removed. 
25m, Sa; 25m, 4c; 35m, 4b. 
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SGURR AN FHEADAIN, South-West Face 
-Dykehead Hotel 105m E3 

G. Nicoll, K. Noble, A. Chamings. 14th July, 1990. 
Takes the prominent slanting trap dyke in the centre of the face. Start 3m left of the flake

crack of Retribution. 
I. J5m4c. Climb a slabby wall directly to a grass ledge at 25m, gain the wall above by a large 
block on the right, move back leftwards and up to belay in a shortcomer atthe base of the dyke. 
2. 40m 5c. Follow the dyke diagonally rightwards to a ledge, move right and climb the right 
hand side of an overhang to regain the dyke which is followed to its conclusion at a good ledge. 
A tremendous pitch. 
3. 30m 4b. Continue more easily to the top. 

SGURR A' MHADAIDH, North-West Face 
-Deep Gash Gully 245m VI 

M.E. Moran, M. Welsh. 14th February, 1991. 
The 'Raven 's Gully' of Skye. A formidable and atmospheric winter climb. 
This route had in fact previously been climbed in winter by M. Fowler and J. Lincoln , on 

2nd February, 1991. 
I. 30m A short step and easy snow lead to a large roofed cave. 
2. ISm Back and foot to huge chockstones in the roof, then out and under the lip of the 
overhangs to an awkward exit. Belay in recess immediately above. 
3. 40m Climb a short step and easy snows to belays in hollow in right wall. 
4. 40m Go up left into the extremely steep upper gully. Bridge up past an ice pillar, then climb 
iced grooves to a hidden cave recess below final overhangs. 
5. 30m Climb 3m on the right wall, then make very committing moves to bridge the gully and 
enter a narrow chimney. Surmount the final capstone direct and climb steep snows to belay 
at the next chocks tone recess. 
6,7. 90m Bridge past the chocks tone, then climb the snow gully to a short ex it pitch. 
Note: A rockfall on Megaton, pitch 4, has made the route unjustifiably dangerous, according 
to at least two opinions, one of whom freed the combined tactics move (6a) before retreating. 

SRON NA CICHE, East Buttress (Vulcan Wall) 
-Uhuru 

K. Howett, T. Prentice. 22nd July, 1990. 
70mE2 

Excellentclimbing up the fine crack-line in the silver-streaked wall between Vulcan Wall 
and Dilemma. Start at cracks just left of the vertical crack of Dilemma. 
I. 25m 5c. Climb to a small overlap and follow the crack above to a hard move right to the 
Vulcan Wall ledge. Traverse left to a flake block belay. 
2. 45m 5c. Step right off the block, up cracks and move right over a curving overlap. Move 
up and right to pull into the main crack, which is followed with difficulty to better holds. 
Continue up the excellent crack to finish right of the large precarious block. 

CLACH GLAS, East Face 
-B Gully 600m IV 

S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie. 12th January , 1991. 
The deep gully on the right flank of the East Face. Requires heavy snowfall and a long 

freeze. Numerous short steps were encountered interspersed by long easy sections. Short 
excursions were made out of the true line of the gully at two points. 

RED CUILLIN, Coire na Seilg, Creag Druim Eadar Da Choire 
APPROACH: Coire na Seilg is enclosed between the North ridges of Garbh Bheinn and 
Belig. A largeclifflies astride the North ridge ofGarbh Bheinn at NG 528242 and is probably 
best approached by the longer but drier North ridge than by the boggy glen. Allow lth. The 
crag is at approx 500m, faces North and takes 2 days to dry completely. It often has better 
weather than the main areas of the Cuillin due to its isolated position. 
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DESCENT: In descent, keep to the west towards the North ridge and then follow the scree 
slopes below the crag. 
LA YOUT: The cliff presents a face to both East and North, the eastern being lOOm in height 
and quicker drying. The crag is best described left and right of a pronounced gully line which 
rises centrally above a series of heathery rakes. To the left of this gully, the crag is bottomed 
by a steep wall followed by more broken ground, topped by more walls which are bounded 
on the left by a fine rib. The lower wall has a vertical central groove, a little edge on the left 
and a pair of vertical corners on the right. The rib falls steeply into a groove which forms a 
slab below half height :md the crag to the left lies back in eaGY angled buttresses . To the right 
of the gully a splendid overlapped slab is split by three cracklines and to its right a steep edge 
swings North, well seen from the corrie floor. This vertical north wall gradually diminishes 
in height towards the ridge and has two pronounced lines, a deepcrackcd groovc and a shallow 
banana-shaped one to its right with a tapering buttress in between. To the right again are 
vertical cracks above vegetated ledges before the cliffbecomes blocky and low near the ridge. 
Some of the rock is blocky and high up on the East face there are small sections of brittle rock. 

The routes are described from left to right, starting on the East face . 

EAST FACE, 
-Far Easl BUllress 

G. Cain. 1980. 
150m Difficult 

Left of the recessed slab of Cubs Corner (described below) is a long easy-angled buttress 
which gives delightful climbing on excellent rock. 

-Cubs Corner 60m Severe 
G. Cain, B. Scout. 1980. 

Left of Skye Ride (below) is the recessed slab. Climb this, then trend left and up the blocky 
crack to finish up easy ground. 

-Skye Ride lOOm VS 
C. Rowland, K. Hopper. 1980. 
1. 25m, 4c. Climb the artificial left edge of the lower wall (cairn) to reach easy blocky ground. 
2. 25m, - Continue in the same line to the base of the fine rib, well seen from below. 
3. 25m, 4c. Climb the rib direct, following a thin crack left of a drainage groove, crux, to pull 
over on to a slab below an overhanging corner. 
4. 10m, 4c. Climb the corner. 
5. 15m, 4b. Step up to another ledge with flakes and climb a straight crack to big ledges. 
20m of scrambling up and right avoids a loose wall to finish . 

-UI/named lOOm El 
J.R. Mackenzie, R. Jones. 1st June, 1988. 

Start at the rightmost of two corners which lie at the right end of the steep lower wall, cairn. 
A good and varied first pitch, thereafter somewhat artificial. 
1. 40m, 5b. Go up a Glab to the corner and traverse right along flakcs to a gra33 patch. Climb 
3 crack right of perched flakeG to an overhanging corner. Surmount this via a hidden hold, 
crux, to exit into a groove. Climb the bold slab on the right, trending up left to belays. 
2. 27m, - Up pleasant rocks right then left to belays below a cracked wall which lies right of 
the rib pitch right of Skye Ride. 
3. 35m, 4b. Climb a gangway slanting left below the vertical crack. Trend up right, then 
traverse right fora few feet until a scoop can be climbed toa narrow ledge below a steep friable 
wall. Traverse right to a grassy groove to finish. 

-Sei/g Gully 150m Very Difficult 
C. Rowland, K. Hopper. 1980. 

The long broken gully that lies left of the big slab. 
The big slab lies to the right of Seilg Gully and is the crag's finest feature. It faces NE and 

takes two days to dry. To reach the base, approach either up Seilg Gully, then traverse right, 
or scramble up heathery shelves and rock steps to the same point. A grass ledge lies centrally 
beneath and forms a stance for the next three routes. 
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-Ha/Id Jive SSm VS 

C. Rowland. J. Smith. 1981. 
A guud introducliulI tu ti,e '" d!;.lakill!; ll,e. kftl'dlld "'d"f.. A lolA-d "rll"f.lun. diagonally 

up left from the stance. 
I. 20m.1b. Climb up to the lobo and ~tep right on to the Glab beneath it. Follow thi~ trending 
left 10 a stance and belay overlooking Seilg Gully. 
2. 3Sm. 1c. Step right and follow the cracl, through the overhUflging corner to the lOp. 

-Streetwise Dancer SOm HVS 
C. Rowland. 1. Smith. 1981. 
l. :7.Jlll. 4<. . .A [> .. ,ld ~P:ll sely pJUlt"l:IJ:"U pildl 'Jll g'~l'U w .. :k. Below the l:J:"lIue ,_,I lhe ':Ul ""..I 
overlap i ~ a niche; climb the Gteop ~Iab directly below thiG. then follow a ~Ianting crack right 
until a line of holds trend up left before slepping back right into the niche itself. 
2. 25m. Sa. Climb up above the niche to gain the ovedafJ 011 tll" "i!;ht and tiK.n pull ovcr thi s 
at it~ high~' t pl)int . crux. Now trend left ~Iong little edges to join H:md Jive to finish. Well 
protected. 

-Cuckoo Waltz SOm El Sb 
C. Rowland. K. Hopper. 1980. 

Excellent rock . well protectod. Climb initially aG for Stroet· .... i ~e Dancor. but aiming for 
the right hand cnd of th.::. vvcrlaps. The right- lantilli; Uiief. then straightens out and L,,,,,ks 
through the upper overlaps via a finger crack. crux. More easily to the top. 

-Flights of Fancy 4Sm E2 
M. Haltree. M. Frew. S. Price. 27th May. 1990. 

I\. bolder start thutjoins the parent route where the right-trending crack straightens out. 
Start up and right on 11 higher ledge as for Rite3 of rIlS.i.li;" u"J .t,,1-' "-ft UII tu the bald .luL. 
surmounting a little overhang. then trending up left to join the crack. 

-Riles of Passage SSm El Sb 
J.R. Mackenzie. G. Cullen. 26th May. 1990. 
A splendid line that follows the cleaned cracks up the Wall left of the boundillg d,clc. 

Scramble up heather and rock aG for tho othor routo~ but go furthor right to u commodiou5 
ledge and belaYG. Climb up loft to the corner. then follow a diagonal crack right to 11 thin move 
which gains the ba~e of the main crack. Follow the crack in a groat pOGition to the top. where 
a step left l)n to the slab gives a fitting finish. 

THE IORTH FACE. to the right of the black arete. iG very ~teep and i5 characteriGed by 
grooveG and a banana shaped corner. It i~ very ~Iow to dry and could take 11 week or more. 

-The Alpha Groove 60m Very Severe 
C. Rowland. K. Hopper. 1981. 

I\. very good and GlrenUOUG fir~t pitch providcG thc meat of the climb. Near the left end of 
the North face is a very prominent groove. 
1. 20m. 1c. Climb the increa~ ingly awkward groove to a tight exit on to u fine eyrie Gtancc. 
:2. 20m, 1(1, Tho continuation groovo to tho right oftho ~tanco iG UGuully wet. 50 Gtep right for 
3m to a sub~ idiary groove and climb thi~ to Gtep back left acro~G thc top of the main groovc 
on wet undercligs which lead to the upper wide grooves. 
3. 20m. - Continue to the top. 

-Direct Finish 
C. Rowland. J. Smith. 1981. 

4Sm HVS Sa 

A much drier alternative to the top pitches. From the stance. step 3m right in to the 
wb~idiary groo ... e and climb thiG to a ~toop and awkward crack which ends ut n large 3tance 
below the top pitch of Black Magic. Climb the cracks splitting the right wall and finish up a 
narrow gully. 

-Tapered Buttress 60m El 
P. Nunn. A.N. Other. 1981. 

The fine tapered buttreGs between The I\.lpha Groove and Black Magic. Start directly 
below the banana shaped groovo of Black Magic and climb tho 5teep bultresG direct (30m. 
Sb). Continue in the same line to the top (30m. Sb). 
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-Black Magic 7Sm E2 
J.R. Mackenzie, G. Cull en. 27th May, 1990. 

The obvious banana-shaped groove which is often wet. An excellent middle pitch. C limb 
ir,t" The Meadow, a delightful oa3i3 of wild flowcm, and belay bolow tho main groovo (25m). 
Climb the groove to a precariously wedged block. Stand above the block without us ing it, then 
Lffivers.:. left to u rib und crack to uvoid a wet fini sh up the groove (30m, Se). low dimb th~ 
increasingly difficult corner direct, artificial (20m, Sb). 

KILT ROCK, Elishader Wall 
-Pinnacle Chimney 

C. Moody. 1st December, 1990. 
ISm Very Difficult 

~turt at the left cnd of the wull ut the necle between tho pinnaclo and the main cliff. Follow 
chocks tones and finish by chimneying up behind a smaller pinnacle. 

-Bandasky 30m El Sa 
C. Moody, B. Taylor. 28th July , 1990. 

Climb the front of the small pillar just left of The Danglers. Follow twin cracks mostly 
using the better defined left hand crack. Sustained. 

-Unnamed 30m HVS Sa 
M . McLeod, C. Moody, B. Taylor. 21st October,1990. 

Left of the left hand roof is a left-facing corner-crack which is very wide near the top. 

Descent Gully, South Wall 
-Col/fiture 

C. Moody. I st December, 1990 
Twin cracks right of Jarnmy Dodger. 

-Marmalada 
C. Moody. 1st December, 1990. 

!Om Very Difficult 

10m Difficult 

Right of Confiture is a pinnacle. Chimney up the left side to gain the top, then fmish up 
a short crack. 

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS 

A huge number of new routes on outcrops in the Northern Highlands have been climbed 
in the lust three yeurs . DescripLions will appear soon in tho no'.'" guidebook and there is not 
space to repeat them here. The crags include Sheigra (NC 1860), Reiff, Ardmair Crag, Royal 
Hotel Buttress (UlIapool NH 134944) and Seana Mheallan (Torridon G 92SSS3) 

AM BUACHAILLE -Atlantic Wall SOmEl 
S. Richardson , R. Clothier. 15th September, 1990. 

I\n e),posed and intimidating route taking tho seaward (West) faCE of the stack. Good rock 
and protection. Retreat after the fimt pitch · .... ould bo difficult. Start below the So uth face at 
the left end of the rock plinth. 
I. I Srn, Sa. Cl im b a small left -facing comerto a roof at Srn. Traverse left to the arete and climb 
this to reach an exposed stance. 
2. I Srn, 1c. Strenuously up the ovorhanging fl ako crack on the seaward faCE, directly above 
the stance, and continue more casi ly to reach a large ledge beneath the steep final wall. Belay 
up and right beside a huge detached block. 
3. 20m, Sn/b. Climb tho thin cracl( abovo the block to a horizontal break. Traverse left to reach 
the continuou3 crucle running up tho left sido of the wall , .... hich leade to easier ground :md the 
top. A fine pitch. 



Photo: Chris Anderson 

Rab Anderson on ' Seems Ihe Same' , HVS Sa, Seana Mheallan , Torridon 



Photo: T . B. Flemillg 

The President on the final headwall 
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ASSYNT, Beinn a n Fhurain (NC 303215) 
The cliff is fonned round a nose east of spot height 860. Traversing round under the cliff 

from the col between Beinn an Fhurain and Conival, one soon comes to a short gully with an 
icefalljustto its left. Climb this (40m), then traverse easily right into the gully. The gully leads 
into a steeper icefall (40m) which continues as a thinner version leading into an icy chimney 
(4Sm). One can now escape off left or scramble up to a mixed pitch (choice of several, all 
steep) leading up to the summit. A scrappy line but giving 3 long icefall pitches, steep but not 
with a serious disposition. Climbed by B. Davison, A. isbet, 9th February, 1991. 

QUINAG, Western Cliffs -Noggin the Nog 80m [V 
B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 10th February, 1991. 

The route followed a chimney on the right wall of the bay containing The Gully of Nedd 
(SMCJ 1986, p308) ie. just left of the grade I gully (descent) below the third col. There is 3. 

shallower groove to the right and the two features define a small tower on the ridge bounding 
the gully. Two long pitches, much back and foot, then scrambling. 

The Gully of edd was repeated that day, a fine line and easier. 

COIGACH, CuI Mor, Coire Gorm -The CLlI 16Sm V 
S. Richardson, R. Everett. 13th January, 1991. 

In the centre of the back wall of the coire, a prominent deep chimney slants from right to 
left. Climb the firs t steep chimney, exi ting right, and continue for 2 easier pitches, passing 
under a flake tunnel, to a stance beneath the final overhanging chimney. Climb this to a steep 
finish on the right wall (3Sm). A spectacular pitch. 
Note: Sgurr an Fhidhleir. A free ascent of ose Direct, Tower Finish at El Sb/c by S. 
Richardson and S. Allan, 19th May, 1990. A free winter ascent of the Nose Direct, summer 
line at Grade VI, R. Everett and S. Richardson, 12th January, 1991. 

BEINN DEA RG, Glen Squaib -Jewel ill the Crown 160m V 
S. Richardson, C. Cartwright (alt). 6th January, 1991. 

Climbs the icy corner just to the left of Emerald Gully. Thecrux pitches need a good build
up of ice which is fairly rare. On this ascent a fair coating was found after a heavy snowfall 
followed by a week of freeze/thaw. The route is not technically difficult by modem standards, 
hut the ice will rarely be thick, and the protection is well-spaced. Low in the grade. 

Start 20m below the first steep pilch in Emerald Gully. Move left across mixed ground 
and climb a steep icy corner for !Om to exit on a snow terrace beneath the corner (2Sm). The 
bottom of the corner overhangs, but a strenuous pull from the right gained a frieze of icicles 
and entry inlo the corner which is climbed (thread runner on left) to a good stance on the left 
(20m). Move right and up a steep ice wall, then continue up mixed ground 10 belay in a small 
cave on a terrace (4Sm). Two pitches up ice, snow and moderate mixed ground lead to the 
cornice (70m). 

AN TEALLACH, Lord Berkley's Seat 
S. Jenkins, A. Nisbet. 28th January, 1991. 

130mV 

This spectacular route climbs the impressive coire face of the Seat. Cooperative rock and 
turf (if well frozen) makes the route a s light imposter, low in its grade. Startjuslleft of the 
toe of the buttress. 
I. 45m Climb the crest, trending slightly rightwards until stopped by a barrier wall. 
2. 3Sm Traverse right and climb a short slab overlooking the gully right branch. A series of 
walls leads to another barrier. 
3. 2Sm Traverse left and climb corners just right of the crest. 
4. 2Sm A short turfy ramp leads diagonally right to the final wall, finishing right of the Seat's 
summit. 
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CREAG MHOR THOLLAIDH, Lower Crag -North-West Orient 60m E4 
R. Anderson, C. Anderson. 12th May, 1990. 

A good direct line which takes the arete to the right of Gudgeon. Start to the right of the 
tree start to that route and Decadent Days beneath a short crack springing from a niche 
between a holly bush on the left and a small tree on the right. 
1. 25m, 5b. A flake-crack leads to the niche, then the short crack is climbed to move up and 
gain a horizontal handrail. Traverse right for Srn, ascend the wall past a crack to reach a left
slanting ramp, then move up to belay as for Gudgeon. 
2. 35m, 6a. Climb the groove above to a flake, then step up right to a thin crack as for Gudgeon. 
Place a high wire, then traverse right to a peg and climb the arete and cracks leading to the 
top. 

Far East Wall-Glow Worm SOmIVN 
A. Nisbet, S. Dring, 21st ovember, 1990. 

A line based on Sidewinder but taking a parallel line below the rightward-slanting crack 
to belay near Sting, then crossing Side winder to finish on its left. Climbed under deep snow 
and partially frozen turf, the lower grade might apply in better conditions. 

BEINN EIGHE, Coire Mhic Fhearchair, Eastern Ramparts -Eastern Promise V 
B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 12th February, 1991. 

By the summer route except that the roof above the girdle ledge was passed on the left 
instead of right. Intimidatingly steep but cooperative and well-protected. 

West-Central Wall-Wall o/the Winds 
J. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 15th September, 1990. 

120m El 

The route is based on a continuous line of grooves 10m left of Mistral. Start midway 
between the initial corner of Mistral and the Pinnacle of Twilight Zone. 
1. 10m, - Climb an easy blocky groove. 
2. 35m, Sa. Go up a continuation groove on to a pinnacle (looks like a flake-crack from below), 
then up to the Girdle ledge. 
3. 45m, 5b. The continuation was unattractive so a flake on the left was taken leading into a 
shallow groove climbed for about Srn. A left traverse led to another groove which was 
followed to good runners (Twilight Zone is the groove left again). A short descent allowed 
a return traverse to the shallow groove (crux). A rightwards-trending line through the left end 
of a roof system gave access to a chimney not far left of Mistral Vee-corner. 
4. 30m, 4b. Finish up this. 

-West-Central Wall (winter) 350m VI 
B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 14th February, 1991. 

A steep route based on Mistral. Start up West-Central Gully and where it widens above 
the sandstone, break out right by a short ice pitch on to the base of the wall. Go out right and 
easily up the left side of West Buttress until a ledge leads back left to the start of Mistral 
(second icy groove from the right). This is the start of serious climbing. 

Climb the icy V-groove and the three-tiered overhanging chimney directly above. 
Traverse right and belay below another chimney (40m). Climb the chimney (it has a wide 
crack in its right wall) to the Upper Girdle. Return left to belay directly above the previous 
pitch and back on Mistral (25m). Climb Mistral crux pitch (20m). Traverse left and finish up 
the final chimney of Wall of the Winds (4Om). 

-Far West Buttress 
S. Aisthorpe, J. Lyall. 9th January, 1991. 

An excellent short route with 2 technical but well-protected pitches. 

IV 
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BEl EIGHE, Coire Rudha-staca -The Independent Pineapple IV/V 

G. Enle, A. isbet. 13th January, 1991. 
By the summer route. Short but well-protected, a natural line. 

-Three Tier Chimney 150m Ill/IV 

B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 15th February, 1991. 
The gully parallel to and left of Thin Man 'G Ridge. Montl)' caGY but onc Gtrenuous pitch 

of 3 piled chockctoneG. Tho lact chor! chimney pitch waG common to The Indepcndcnt 
Pineapple (winter). 

MEALL GORM, Eastern Buttress -Blue Moon 200m III 

S. Aisthorpe, J. Lyall. 8th January, 1991. 
The route follows the crest of the buttres to the left of the Trident Gully left branch. Start 

on the terrace left of the gully and climb two stccp wal ls (cru x). I'ollow the exposed left edge 
of the buttress to the top. 

SGURR A' CHAORACHAIN, The Cioch,Upper Tier -Glover's Route 
A. Tibbs, M . Shaw, A. Matthewson, C. Huntley. 30th December, 1990. 

Roughly by the summer route but without the 30m right traverse. 

North-West Buttresses -Jupiter 
B. Dav ison, A. Nisbet. 11th February, 1991. 

III 

390m IV/V 

A winter version of the wmmer route but the relationship is unsure. Complete ly frozen 
turf ie unuGllaJ but cloGe to eGGOntiaJ. Start from tbe too of the buttreGs about 50m right ef 
Voyager. 

Climb a turfy groove (40m), then a steep chimney (40m). Go up to the base of the largest 
tier (50m). Take a heavily vegetated trough left ofthe crest (45m). Go diagonally right passing 
a tree to a ledge. Climb a vertical wall with a good crack passing a roof on its right (45m). Up 
to th~ nexllier and a comor on tholcft (60m). Tho wall le ft of the corner was climbed on big 
flakes, then a Glabby wall on the right and up to the naxt tier (50m). A central corner, then a 
righl ulanting linc offlakcG lod toeaGicr ground (50m). Blocky ground to the top of the buttre33 
(60m). 

-Dexter III/IV 

G. Ettle, A. isbet. 12th January, 1991. 
As for summer except that the wall on the right of the dark chimney was climbed leading 

to a short icerall at the right side of the slab. 

FUAR THOLL, South-East C liff - W. Moir and . Ritchie note a free ascent of Tholl Gate 
in February, 199 1. An excellent sustained steep ice route with the crux section provid ing IOm 
of very steep thick ice, modem V. 

FANNICHS, Sgurr Mor, East Face 
This tremendous Alpine like face riseG 300m above a shallow bowl of a coire. It faces 

North · East and gets the morning GUn whioh can affect conditions late in the season. Roughly 
triangular in shape, it has the following routes. Easter Gully, 240m n, takes the long narrow 
gully on the left side of the face; Resurrection takes an almost central line via the hanging 
snowfields, 450m IV; East Face Route, 300m III, takes the flOe shallow gully on the right of 
the central snowfields. 
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-Gelid Groove 240m ill/IV 
J.R. Mackenzie, G. Cullen. 27th January, 1991. 

Just to the left of Easter Gully is an icefall. Peg belay by a cave on the left. Climb the very 
steep initial bulge and then by pleuGant ice to a stance and p .. g b~lay on the left (SOm.). 
Continue up to the top bulge and climb this to snow and peg belay a little higher (40m). Move 
up and right to gain a minor snow rib punctuated by rock islands (50m, peg belay). Between 
this rib and a more massive buttress to the right is a fine but optional ice pitch. Climb the ice 
and bela)' on the nm<l rook iGland (50m). Continue to the top on WQW (50m). SO!T'e "i<:~ 
climbing in good surroundings. Repeated quickly and considered IV. 

FANNICHS, Creag a' Mhadaidh, Carn a' Criche (NH 197729) 
The huge (270m) triangular crag which lies above Loch a' Mhadaidh i probably one of 

the bigger crags in the Fannichs. It faces North and from a distance appears monolithic and 
rather featureless . Closer inspection reveals both the true size and steepness of the crag. The 
lower 70m of the crag is an almost unbroken wall of over 75 degrees, whilst the upper two 
thirds consi3ts of a central scoop bounded by two ribs with a flanbng wall on the left. This 
main section of face lies at or over 60 degrees. 

The lower cliff is cut in only a few places. On the left the chimney line taken by The 
Boundary keeps to the left of the rib bordering the central scoop whilst towards the centre of 
the crag some thin ice smear lead up the lower wall. Right again a ramp cuts up right, finishing 
on broken ground that fonns the right flank of the cliff. Below the ramp another very steep 
wall contours right above the loch. This is broken by a narrow cleft near the left end, a thin 
icefall in the centre and another, still very steep, near the right end. 

-Grand Illusion 
G.E. Little, J.M.G. Finlay. 14th February, 1991. 

310m V 

The route takes a fairly central line on the crag. Start well left of the ramp at a shallow 
chimney a short distance left of a blunt projecting rock boss. A fine long mountaineering route 
with significant technical difficulty on the first 2 pitches. 

Climb the chimney for a short distance to below an overhang. Move right on to a ledge 
on the edge of a parallel groove. Ancend the groovo to gain tho top of the rocl:: boss, Trend 
left up a turfy fault to below a short narrow chimney. Ascend this (not for the overweight!) 
to take a poor belay on a small ledge (45m). Climb the steep turfy groove above the belay to 
below an ice slot cutting through overhanging rock. Climb this to gain a turf groove and the 
snowfield above. Trend right to a thread belay under an obvious roof (55m). Climb a narrow 
ramp trending right, then move back left to find a zig-zagging line up the centre of the face 
to the apex of the crag. DiGtinctive features en route are a left-slanting ice grcocove, a prominent 
dark rock and a steep groove cutting through the headwall. 

-Brumous Buttress 280mill 
G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. 12th January, 1991 

Takes the ground just right of the right hand rib. Climb the lower ramp for 90m, easy but 
increasingly exposed, to where it begins to level off. Climb either of two breaks which lie just 
right of a prominent block, up un ice pitch and rock bolays on the right (45m). TraveHe lip 
and left, then take the ice pitch in some narrows which lie jllst right of a jutting buttress, to 
bc\a)' on un isolated block above (50m). Climb up to the next band of rocks and either tr~verse 
off right, then up to reach easier ground or take the buttress on the left to reach the same spot, 
rock belays (45m). Climb up easily to finish (50m). On this ascent a combination of deep 
powder and wind produced a high misery factor. Probably quite pleasant in good conditions. 

Sgurr Breac, North-East Face (NH 162716) 
At the tennination of its NE ridge, Sgurr Breac presents a large though somewhat broken 

crag. The crag is divided into two main sections by a deep snow gully with a short pitch low 
down (grade l/lI). On the left ofthis gu lly is a rather discontinuous buttress, whilst on the right 
lics a wall of morc continuouG rock Gplit by a chimney/corner and a short deep gully (John'~ 
Gully) near its right extremity. 
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-Neverending Story 
J.M.G. Fin lay, J.G. Finlay, G.E. Little. 16th February, 1991. 

669 

300m ll/III 

Tackles Ille wide buttrcs. to the left of the easy central gully. Stllft under n rock roofbdllw 
the easy gully just above the toe of the buttress. 

Move left and ascend a wide snow ramp cutting out on to the face of the buttress (4Sm). 
Ascend a ~Iabby wall (orux) and Gno\\' above to belay in a rocie cavo (~Sm) . Move right into 
a short turfy groove. Go up this and broken ground above to belay by a sapling (3Sm). AGcond 
the obvioUG icy corner (well left of the organ pipeG icefall) and continuation groove to bolay 
on the left (~Om). Three long pitche~, winding up between ~mall outcrops, give aocese oither 
to the fine NE Ridge of Sgur Breac or allow a tmveme off to the right along a ~nowGhelf. 

-Ptarmigan Corner 
J.M.G. Finlay, G.E. Little. 16th February, 1991. 

I !Om lll/lV 

The obvious chimney/corner on the right hand aide of the crag. Ascend the open corner 
and climb a stecp chimney to gain a snowpatch. Dclay under thc overhang (4Sm). Continue 
up the corner to a supling. Move right into a slot with a thin flake. Pull out right , thon continuo 
up a tu,fy groove to belay under broken rocks on the left (40m). Steep GnOW leads to the top 
(2Sm). 

STRA TH ORRIN, Creag a' Ghlasteil -Three Stroke Gully 120m II 
G. Cullen, M. Hynd, J.R.Mackenzie. 17th February, 1991. 

To the right of the trees and near the right hand side of the faco lios a shallow gully which 
is half ice, with pleasant bulges, and half snow. 
Not,,: Gldastajl GTX was repeated in conditions of plentiful ice but little snow and the vcry 
steep top pitch was considered Grade V (flfst ascentionists agree). 

GLE MARKSIE CRAG -Dogg' Ed 24m VS 4c 
G. Cullen, P. Whitefield. 10th June, 1990. 

/\ fine sustained line up the steep wa ll left of Dog Leg. Sturt in the gully and step onto the 
wall to climb via thin cracks to the traverse of Dog Mantle. Climb the wall above via wider 
cracks to the base of the Dog Head, and finish by the right corner as for Dog Leg. 

-Variation, Direct Finish 7m E2 Sb 
G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 17th July, 1990. 

Climb the unprotected and Gpectaculur urete direct to the Dog Head pinnacle, tho final 
move being the crux. Hard for the short. 

-Little Teaser 
J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 3rd June, 1990. 

ISm E26a 

Just left of the smull corner at the right ond of the crag ie a rust coloured cornor above a 
cleaned slab. Climb the slab pleasantly, then leap up the overhanging cornor (PR in place on 
left, RP3 vital) to pull onto the slab by memorablo moves. Extenders on runners will allow 
a falling leader to hit the slab below. 

SGURR A' MHUlLIN, Creag GhJas 
J.R. Mackenzie gives the following amended description of The Lizard, along with the 

added variation. 
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-The Lizard 148m HVS 

Start at a cairned ledge benealh the central rib ohho WOGt BUttrO~5, which haG a Gteep palo 
side wall bottomed by a heather chimney. 
\. 23m 4c. Climb the crest of the rib to a ledge (possible belay). Climb the fine curved crack 
which lies between two mossy corners to a ledge and belay. 
2. 30m Sa. Continue up the mossy corner above to a ledge and belay. 
J . 251Y1 4.:. Step right ilnd gain the right edge uf the :;Iab above, climbing shallow grooves to 
a heather exit left of a little tree, block belay on the terrace. 
1. 2Sm Sa. CroGG the terrace and climb the Gbb above on the right, which has an initially 
deli('~te re('\i0n lip ~ right r!i'g0!l~1 f,lIlt Trpntj lnd: up kft, «PP lip right , thpn "P left 
following a fault. An excellent pitch. 
5. 45m 4b. Cross h~athlOr and dimb a cracked wal l. Cro s mor~ h~ather and gain a sl~nting 
gruove. Climb thi s via a crack, then c l imb a prominent jam Wick tu tile tup. 1\n intere3ting 
pitch making the most of the fmal walls. 

-Variation, The Loop Pitch 33m E3 Sb/c 
M . Selwood, J.R. Mackenzie. 28th July , 1990. 

Fl'-'lIl tilt' stanl'e allovt' tilt' fU'st tJitdl, imtead ,-,I dilllbiug lilt' ulussy l'urller, dilllu it ['_'I 
t1 kw m"Ucs, tllen make d cldi"at" travcrsc right Iv lh" La,,, uf till- I i!;t.t edge. Climu thi, 
(Fl kwJ 0) i1len 11Iake uiffil:ult muves utJ 10 a liltle pink leuge. FIUI1J II!:!I!:! IlIake a SICtJ lefl itlli.) 
:IUlilld Cl ad. :III'J layt'ad_up atl illlpm lllg edge I'J :i leug", :iJld loehy :~s ['-'I till? '_'I igul:il 11)111"'. 

The pitch is excellent but has no prolection above the Friend O. 

STAC POLLAIDH 
Afl<:'1 l :i~ 1 )'e:{J 's impl')"l?d dl?st'Iipliml ')[ hd. Llle Fjp~oel, a [1II1he l' lIell' IJit<.:1l ha ' Loer:'u 

added, giving a direcI roule, for which John Mackenzie giveG the following deGcription. The 
pitch had been climbed before by R. Everett, D. Gaffney in 1989. 

-Jack the Ripper Direct 120m E2 
G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie, M. Selwood. 14th July, 1990. 

I. 24Iu4,.'. Slall at Ihe glassy hulluw al Llle f,.w.,t '_'f Llle V<:I)' ~ug<: uf Llle bULLre 's which is right 
of the grn:;:;y groove of November Groove. Climb a wnll nnd bulge to step Icft and climb a 
fine layback crack to a ledge. Step right Ilnd belllY behind a detached pinnacle. 
2. 24m Sa. Climb the wall above and make a loose slep right into a groove. Climb thi s to a 
littl ~ 0"~rha.ng ~n(l m0"~ awkward ly over this. Make an exp0sed left traverse for a few metres 
tu lIear the left <:ug<: 'UIU diJllu sLIaighl up IU the bl'okclIledges l!<'luw LIlt: Lhil'd (slab) IJildl uf 
the original route. 
Y. Yo)[11 ~" . 3tl?p to the righl~rjg~ below III~ ~hl' atJd sletJ'~wnh~ l'ulge 1'~diJIIl'I'~'Wld",rJ cl'ad.£ 
to a Gmalllodge overlooking the EaGt Face. Continue up the crack~ 10 then Gtep left and up to 
eas ier ground. 
4. 12m Sa. The original route now traver es up left into November Groove to fini sh. Instead, 
climb up some GlabG including a croGcont chapcd jam cracle to reach a fine ledge on the righl 
edge. 
5. 24m Se. Take the . \ender curving groove above (wllieh i.; kft vf fC\v cl.: Sl:'S final comer), 
pa<t ~n old nut, la m ante Ilefl onto a good ledge. Climb Ihe wide crack above and finish up 
a short curving crack. An excellenl sustained pitch, well-protected. 

NOTE: Beinn Bhan, CoirenaFeola. J. Lyall's opinion is thatFlesheater should be graded easy 
rv. The climbing is not nearly as good as indicated. 
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CAIRNGORMS 

CR EAG an DUBH LOCH, T he Central Slabs -The Titan 300m IY/V 
G. Ettle, S. Blagbrough. 17th January, 1991. 

Pollows the ramp and corner system to the right of Nemesis. Excellentturf and prote.ction . 
Start as for Nemesis taking the rightward-grooved ramp. 
I. 30m Follow ramp to flake belay. 
2. 30m Continue steeply up ramp rightwards to shallow corner. Up this to ledges and belay 
below obvious wide corner on right of large wall. 
3. 25m Follow wide corner to small stance below a steepening. 
4. 40m Continue up cornerto swing left on to easier ground and on up to belay at foot of corner 
above, just right of Minotaur chimney. 
5. 40m Climb corner for 10m past large hollow flake to a swing out right on to easier ground. 
Grooves above lead to a flake belay. 
Follow the easy crest of the buttress to the plateau (I35m). 

BRAERIACH, Garbh Choire Mor -Phoenix Edge 
A. Cunningham, A. Nisbet. 2 1st January, 1991. 

rv/V 

A winter ascent close to the summer route. A good route taking a logical line chosen under 
the prevailing conditions of deep partially consolidated snow, but the line and grade may vary. 
A short chimney right of the initial corner led to a left-trending line on snow to the summer 
belay. The right edge of the slabby wall was climbed, including a mantelshelf on to the 
perched block, followed by a return left to finish up the summer route. 

Garbh Choire Dhaidh -Didgeridoo V /VI 
B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 28th February, 1991. 

A good line, but thin and poorly protected. lee may form in better conditions. The initial 
green slab was largely banked out and the line is better located as the central of three, left
facing, left-slanting corners. 
I. 30m The corner was gained on ice and followed for ISm to belay at a huge triangular block 
on the right. 
2. 45m The corner was followed past the dangerous wedge of blocks and a steep section on 
a thin stripe of turf (good locating feature). There is no good belay and tension was used to 
reach a belay in the corner to the right (belaying at the wedge of blocks, if trusted, would 
eliminate thi s). 
3. 50m Continue up the corner and cracks above, then move 2m left into a parallel crackline 
and up this to a small bay. Climb the corner at its back, then go up rightwards by short slabby 
walls. 
4. 70m Continue rightwards up the vague ridge, then easily to the top. 

GLEANN EINIC H, Sgoran Dubh Mor, No 2 Buttress -Batchelor's Chimney 140m N 
S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie. 24th ovember, 1990. 

Fo llows the deep ch imney seen high on the buttress 50m left of Rose Ridge. The chimney 
involves 3 pitches. The first climbs steep slopes to a through route. The second climbs a steep 
wall by a glOove on the I igltt UIlLi tl", Id,tl'it~1t k ad. to 11 cave which is negotiated by another 
through route. Finish up mixed ground above. 

BEINN a' BHUIRD, Coire nan Clach, Black Crag -Bete Noir 30m E3 6a 
. Ritchie, CG. Munro. June, 1990. 

Start 10m up the gully left of Chocolate Girls at a large block and platform. Climb the 
uppermost of three left-slanting cracks to gain a hanging corner. Continue up this to reach a 
bulge which is sunnounted awkwardly on the right. A strenuous and sustained pitch. 

-Abdel Wahad 35m HVS Sa 
N. Ritchie, CG. Munro. June, 1990. 

The obvious corner-crack right of Twisted Sister. Gain the corner in from the left on jugs. 
Make an awkward move on a slab to gain the main crack (dirty). Move left and up on a f1ake
crack to the base of a bulge. Surmount this on the right to gain easy ground. 
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COl RE SPUTA ' DEARG, Grey Man 's Crag -Ferias Mor 120m V 
S. Richardson, C. Cartwright (VL). 1st December, 1990. 

The summer line was followed in 3 pitches to below the crux of Hanging Dyke. An 
attempt on the next pitch failed after 20m due to poorly frozen turf, so the natural winter 
continuation up the groove and chimney of Hanging Dyke (climbed free, see note) was 
fo llowed, and the summer line gained above. A sustained and technical route. The second 
pitch was particularly fierce. 

Terminal Buttress -Next to Last 30m HVS Sa 
A. Fyffe, K. Geddes, N. Ritchie. 26th July, 1990. 

Takes the main groove line on the wall about 30m up the gu lly from The Swing. Start at 
a distinctive recess of slabby rock. Climb into the recess, then out of it by the overhanging 
crack . Climb the groove and its cont inuation crack to the top. 

C REAGAN A' C HOIRE ETCHACHA -Talismanic 30m E3 Se 
W. Moir, N. Ritchie. 10th June, 1990. 

Cl imbs the arete between Talking Drums and Talisman, starting at the foot of the latter. 
Pull on to the edge using obvious big holds and go up to a perch. Continue boldly for 4m, then 
follow cracks to the Tali man stance. 

Switchblade 160m V 
J. Lyall, A. isbet. 2nd February, 1991. 

A line of turfy cracks lanting right across Sheath. 
I. 20m Start as for the winter Dagger and belay just right of Scabbard. 
2. 40m Climb the right-facing corner which bounds the right side of Scabbard rib, then a wide 
crack which leads on to slabs just right of Scabbard. Make a thin traverse right intoa turfy left
facing corner and follow it into a turfy bay (Sheath crosses leftwards here). 
~. ~5m Go oVl!r an ove rhang at tho top right corner of the buy, up cracb, then diagonally left 
to belay on the Terrace just below its top. 
4. 35m Climb a thin turfy crack left of the arete of Delicatessen. 
5. 20m Easy to the top. 

CA IR ETCHACHAN, pper Tier -Snakebite lOOm HVS 
A. isbet, D. Gaskell. 1st August, 1990. 
I. 40m 4c. Follow Python/S nakebite to the traverse ledge. 
2. 35m 4c. Follow Snakebi te to the foot of Python 's final chimney (which can be climbed to 
make the route VS overa ll). 
3. 25m Sb. C limb the rib on the right of Python chimney. It includes a short overhanging crack. 

HELTER STONE CRAG -Games o/Chance 90m V 
A. Fyffe, R. Mansfield . February, 1991. 

Climbs the most obvious line up the centre of the face right of Unknown Gully. A variety 
of climbing types ina short way. Start in the big snow bay. Climb up and left to below the steep 
wall. A steep crack with bulges then leads to the foot of the big wide chimney. C limb the 
chimney mostly on ice in the right corner. 

HELLS LUM -Lion o/ludah 175m VS 
1. Lyall , J . Pickering. 25th Jul y, 1990. 

Follows the rib left of Deep Cut Chimney. Start left of its Direct Start. 
I. 45m 4c. Climb layback cracks up thc left edgc of the slab to a ledge. Climb the dean green 
slab above, moving left to a small ledge and belay. 
2. 40m ~a. Go straight up over ledges, then follow u crackJinc slanting left to belay by larg block;. 
3. 20m Sa. Step out right on to s lab, then go up right to gain and climb the short cracked corner. 
Belay at its top on a tiny stance overlooking Deep Cut Chimney. 
4. 20m 4c. Go straightup a short way, then work updingonally left to climb a short hungingchimncy. 
5. 50m 4b. Finish as for Hell's Lump, cl imbing the rib adjoi ning Deep Cut Chimney. 
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ST AG ROCKS -Monarch of the Glen 
J. Lyall , R. Wild. 12th January, 199\. 

673 

160m V 

Th.:. route follcl'V5 a 3j'3tcm of groove:; up the left edge of the Pine Troe ButlreGG and ic 
independent until the last pitch. Start ISm below Deception Inlet at the base of a steep wall 
with red streaks (spike belay). 
I. 30m Climb the groove line up the right :;ide of the wall to reach the right cnd of a diagon~1 
roof. Move up left under the roof and break through at a V -notch. Climb the groove above and 
go up rightwards to a small stance between two grooves (a superb pitch). 
2. 30m Pull up into the left-hand groove and climb it for 7m, then swing left to an easier 
groove. Poll.:.w thi s, then up right to a ledge and continue :;traight up to a higher llitdgfl. 
3. 40m A steep crack in the short wall above leads awkwardly into another groove system 
which is followed to a ledge overlooking Deception Inlet. 
4. 30m Climb the obvious cracks in the wall above. 
5. 30m Follow the easy ridge to the top. 

STAC AN FHARAIDH -Spirit Voices 120m V 
A. Fyffe, R. Mansfield. January, 1991. 

/\ winter route ba3ed on Speakeasy. Climb the firet pitch of that routo to belay in the 
corner. Traverse under the roof, then follow ice smears up and back left to below the upper 
rocks. Work up into the short V -chimney and climb it to the roof and exit left. Climb a short 
wall, then continue more easily up and right to finish. 

-Ying and Yang 190m HVS 

A. Liddell, A. Maclean, A. Gerrard. July,1990. 
Good climbing but a bit disjointed. Finishes up the left side of the big prow at the top of 

Whispers. Start just to the right of Pushover below a blank slab with a scoop at Srn. 
I. 20m Sa. Climb the slab to the ledge, move left and cross Pushovertoclimb the shallow crack 
trending left. Cross the slab on the right to belay on Pushover. 
2. 45m . Trend bacle left over an overlap and up corners 10 an e:i~y ~lab which is followed 10 
the belay corner on Bellows at the start of its crux pitch. 
3. 45m Sa. Step on to the nose on the right at head height, then traverse right and pull on to 
the slab above. Easy climbing up left to a belay near Whispers. 
4. 20m -. Move easily left round the corner to belay in the gully. 
5. ISm Sa. Move up to a fine flake leading up left. quit this after 3m using a good undercut 
and climb traight the overhang on good holds to easy ground. 
6. Easy to the top. 

NORTHERN COIRES, Coire an t-S neachda, Mess of Pottage 
-The Opening Break 

A. Cunningham, A. Fyffe. November, 1990. 
lOOm II/Ill 

/\ 3light, ea3i ly abandoned climb near the left odge of the buttress Gtarting up the main leFt 
facing corner. Climb the cracks leading to thecomertuming the first bulge on the right.Climb 
the corner to ea:;y ground on the terrace , then go up right. FolIO'.'l the Fault going left below 
a steeper wall. Break back right up twin cracks to an easy finish. 

-No Blue Skies Il0m IV/V 

A. Fyffe, L. Healey. 20th December, 1990. 
/\ 3ubtle route which find :; a way through the rooF system on the head •. val!. Start where 

an obvious diagonal line leads left to a shallow horizontal cave. Climb the diagonal corner to 
near the apel>, traver3e left, then up the left side of the apex to exit on 10 a ledg~ by Ihe 
horizontal cave. Continue up the eracle and corner to easior ground and belay by a squat pillar. 
Climb broken ground, then gain a fine flake crack (below and left of the big roof) and follow 
it to its end. Traverse left along it to a crack (Wachacha) and finish up this. 

-Mariella 
C. Forrest, G. Ettle, A. Nisbct. 6th January, 1991. 

As for the summer line. 

V 
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-Droidless 80mIV/V 
C. Forrest, O. Ettle. 21st December, 1990. 

r1imh< th,. p.r.ltet crackline 3m right Q[ briella, ~h3ring ~hy£ but the pitche~ are 
independent and follow natural features. 

Startingjust on it left, gain and follow th(; fdull lin(; via a ;h(Jlt st(;(;P chimncy to a k,J~" 
(J5m). Continuo up tho crack with a difficult start to an casinb in anblc and bcla)' in a bll)' 
bolowan obvious right ·facing corner (:20m). Climb the corner, then ency ground (3Sm). 

-The Firefighter 80m IV 
O. Enle, D.Jarvis.IOthJanuary, 1991. 

The line just to the right of Droidless. Unfortunately the direct start is blank. Start 10ft 
right of Droidless. 
I. 30m Climb thin cracks to join Droidlecc for Sm. TraverGe underthe obvioUG roof on the right 
to pull into a tapering slot, then up to a belay ledge. 
2. 20m Continue up the obvious chimney slot to belay as for Mariella. 
3. 30m Exit out the right wall up easy grooves to the plateau. 

-Topless 190m II/III 
J. Lyall, R. Wild. ISth January, 1991. 

l\ girdle ofTha Macs of Pottage. Traverse en~ily ribht to the baGe of Melting Pot grom'e. 
TraverGB Gteeply right to the base of the final broove on The MesGage. 1\ short deGcent, then 
right traverse on rock ledges leads to easy snow going down right. 

Aladdins Buttress -The Paramedic 
O. Ettle, D. Jarvis. ISth January, 1991. 

80mV 

A direct line heading for the groovec between the final comerG of Doctor 'c Choice and 
Doctor Janis. 
I. 2Sm Follow an iced crack system Sm left of the Clart to Doctor's Choice to a belay on the 
rib left of the cave. 
2. 2Sm Continue up the bulge behind the belay and belay at the baGe of Doctor'3 Choice ftnal 
corner (climbed before). 
3. 30m Move into the clim groove on the ribht wall. Climb pact two pep to the roof and a wild 
3wing right avoiding a perchcd block allows entry to illl UpPCf glOOv(;. Climb pa,t an old JJ'-~ 
to a belay on upper walls (I axe rest). 

-Doctor iGnis 130m VS 
J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 26th July, 1990. 

Slightly vegetated but good quality rock, clocely following the winter line (Direct route) 
I. 4Sm 4a. Climb thc main groove until it is blocked by an overhang (3 old Pc~ ill I ight all 
of overhang) 
2. 40m 4b. Pa3s the overhang by slabs on the left, thCll go ,It .light up tu ~a ill th" ;,uu:>ididl) 
hanging groove which leads into the base of the upper corner. 
3. 4Sm 4c. Climb the upper corner. 

-Edgewood 120m E2 
D. Etherington, A. isbet. 23rd July, 1990. 

Climbc tho prominent arote right of Doctor Janis. Start at the bn~e of the wall which form~ 
the right side of the Doctors Choice alcove. This is just below and right of Doctor J anis start. 
I. 4Sm 4b. Climb the arete and slabs to a big ledge on the right. 
2, JSm Sb. Climb a flake craclc, thon a thin crack (\'.'hich io obvious from the otnrt and :20m 
left of Magic CrlIek pitch 2) to make it thill.:xiton to slabs ",llidl "'ad to the uday utluw Gvllk 
main corner. 
3. SOm Sb. Go 2m up Genic main corn.:.r, then diagonally kft ilCIU» tll" UlldCI"ut sldb (crux) 
to the arete. Croco Doctor Janis and continue left to tho ne){t urete, followed to the top. 
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-Brief Encounter 3Sm IJ1/IY 
J. Lyall, M. Sclater. 7th January, 1991. 

Start 7m down to the left of Honour Among Thieves at a crackline. Climb thi s crack 
initially on ice, then on turf to gain the top of Telms of Endearment. 

-The Flying Doctors 160m Y 
G. Ettle, J. Lyall, S. Cameron. 16th February, 1991. 

l\ gird le of f,laddin '3 Buttro33 which involvos only short coctions of new c limbing but still 
gives a good adventure. Start 30m up Aladdin's Couloir and traverse right on easy snow 
ledge3 before de3cending to Lho inclined lodgo of The Lamp. Climb this and tr:lv~ rse right to 
belay at the bU3e of the Doctor'3 Choico corner. Descend the shallow chimney bqlow the 
corner until possible to traverse right on to a large detached flake. From the tip of the flake, 
make a thin traver3e right, then 31ightly up before truvcr3ing right to tho foot ofGanic corner. 
Climb Genic for7m before breuking out right to a Gtance on White Magic. Follow the unlikely 
traverse right under the overlap to the top of Damnation corner. Traverse right into Original 
Route (winter), descend it for a short way and climb a groove on to the crest of Terms of 
Endearment. Finish up this. 

-Fingers Ridge Direct v 
J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 20th December, 1990. 

A winter U3ccnt bused on the summer lino, ..... ith somo thin clab climbing. Sturt at for the 
Monnul winter route, going diagonally left from the base of Rod Gully , but after about 15m, 
traverse right to a ledge next to Red Gully (2Sm). Climb a turfy crack to the summer stance 
by Red Gully ( IOm). Thin c limbing leads to a perched block, then go left and up to a stance. 
(30m). Climb a thin eracle inLhe slab ri ght of tho groovo on the normal route and continue up 
to join the final crest. 
Note: An ea3ier verGion but c loser to Red Gully waG climbed by M. Garthwaite and G. Szuca 
on 28th November, 1990. A start up Red Gully to belay I was followed by abou t 30mcommon 
to the above but where the above route went loft (iw crux), continued up via a wide crack to 
rejoin Red Gully (IV). 

Fiacaill Buttress -North-East Cruiser 12Sm E2 
D. Etherington, A. isbet. 31st July,1990. 
I. ~Sm 4c. Climb the fl ake chimney (winter route Stirling Bombor) to the right end of the 
Terrace. 
2. 2Sm Sc. Go diagonally right along a continuous crack (the lowest of three diagonal lines, 
the highest being Fiacaill Buttress Direct). Where this becomes blind, descend to a ledge 
above an overhang. then climb the corner on the right to regain the crack. Pull out right on to 
a slab and make improbable moves up the overhanging arete on the left to gain a ledge 
(Smokestack Lightning also belays here). 
3. 2Sm Sa. Keeping on steep ground, go diagonally leftwards us ing big flakes and cracks 
(join ing Fiacaill Buttress Direct) 
4. 2Sm 4b. Continue leftwards to the top of the buttress, pass ing tho steop final .. vall by joining 
Houdini. 

-Burning and Looting 7Sm IV/V 
A. Cunningham , A. Fyffe. 13th February, 1991. 

Climbs the rib between the corners of Rampant and Belhaven. Start at the beginning of 
the big ledge leading into Belhaven. From near a huge block on the ledge, go up steeply to 
a lcdge go ing right, then into a hanging groove capped by a block. Surmount thi s into a short 
slot, strenuous, and up to a ledge (originall y Rampant, Direct start). Climb the sharp rib above 
by cracks and blocks on the right of the crest. 

-Watch Out SOm VS 
G. Ettl e. 14th May, 1990. 

Thc route follow3 cruck3 up the obvioU3 arete to the right ofTho Seam. Scramble in from 
Fiacaill Ridge or abseil. 
J. ISm Scramble up to base of cracks. 
2. 3Sm Sa. Follow twin ernek3 right of The Seam (PR) up to roof. S'.ving on to right arete and 
climb overhang ing crack (crux). Move left on to Glab and easier climbing leads to ridge. Back 
roped on FA. 
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Winter v 
G.Ettl e, J. Fitzpatrick. 2nd November, 1990. 

By the eummor routo. A belay was taken under the cruJ( roof and corner, :! reGts and no' .... 
2PR in situ. 

Co ire an Lochain -Ventriloquist 
J. Lyall , B. Kellet. 2nd August, 1990. 

80m HVS 

/I. good roullt, climbing cmcke in the wall juot right of Auri cle (which may be VS). 
I, 30m ~c . Start 5m left of Ventricle , taking tho chimney/crack otart of Auricle (o ummer), then 
movo right to climb a cracltlino into a reoeoo and pull out right to belay below a wide erucic 
3m right of Auricle crux groove. 
2, 20m 5a. Climb the cracle (crux), then move up right by two Ghort eomero to a ledge. 
3, 30m ~b . Step up loft from the ledge toa IineofflalceG and traver:;eright to a thin crack. Climb 
the crack, making a chart detour on the right at the GteepeGt Gection, croGG the crevOJGe and 
finish up the deep crack to the top. 

Winter VNI 
J. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 21st December, 1990. 

Strenuous but well protected (3.5 and 4 friends useful). By the Gummer line in 5 pitcheo 
except that the thin crack on oummer pitch 3 ',vus climbed from iw base, :!m right of the 
summer belay. 

-Big Daddy 80m Vl 
B. Davison, A. isbet. 25th February, 1991. 

Climb the firot pitoh of Daddy Longle£G (sustained, poor fCOW eRcept for onc on aid near 
the top of the firm groove). Climb the wide crack of Ventricle (avoided b)' Ventricle, winter), 
then traverse left to finish up Ventriloquist. 

-Conundrum 50mV 
J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 19th December, 1990. 

Climbs the bottomless groove system between Hooker's Corner and The Deviant. Very 
cteep but amenablo. Start ae forTho Doviant but bolmv iIG bulging chimney, move up left into 
an overhanging groovo. Clip a high PR, then swing out left on to an obvious Gmallledge on 
the leftarete. Move up toa chokeetone, then owing loft again into a widocrack in a right fac ing 
corner. Go up thi s, then back light and up tu tl Llud.y k,Jg" (JOIJI). R"tUlII kn tu lit" w iJ" <.:1<1d. 
and follow it to the top (20m). 

-Deep Throat 
Miss H. Melville, A. Nisbet, N. Ritchie. 18th July, 1990. 

As for winter but easier. 

Very Difficult 

IOTES: Coire Sputan Dearg: A freo wintor aocent of Hanging D)'ke by the summer route 
by C. Forrest and A. isbet in December, 1988. Grade unchanged at IV. 

Cairn Etchachan, East Face: The narrow chimney in the defined buttrcso above the North 
woot co rner of Looh Etohaohan waD olimbod at Crode III (Iow build up). It was presumed to 
bo Lochoide Chimney, in which case the Grado I in the CaimgOITn3 guide iG wrong. 

Shelter Stone Crag, Forefinger Pinnacle: A free ascent of the direct route from below at 
MVS 4c by G. Ettle and A. Nisbet in October, 1990. 

Hell 's Lum Crag: A winter ascent of The Pothole in 1989 by C. Forrest and party at g rade m. 

Hell's Lum Crag; Repeat ascento ofDamien, Prince of Darlcne3s and The Dev il 'sAlternative 
have considered their crux eecti ons to be well protected 5b and the routes of good quality and 
worth El. 
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CENTRAL HIGHLANDS 

CREAG MEAGHAIDH, Pinnacle Buttress -Deadline 180m V 

A. Perkins, M. Duff (alt). 13th January, 1991. 
Juct right of 1959 Face Route ic a large rib bounded on itc right ~ide by a prominent right 

facing, left to right curving corner cyctem. Start below the corner on increacingly cteep Gnow/ 
ice- covered slabs. 
I. Reach and c limb the corner to where the ground eases. 
2. Continue up the corner and bulging slabs to below the prominent chimney. 
3. Climb the chimney. 
Effe,tiv~ly th~ route finishes here althQl.lgh 60rn Qf easy mixed ground reaches Easy Gully. 

Post Face -Postman Pat 
A. Perkins, M. Duff. 10th February, 1991. 

300m VI 

Right of North Poet and Great Bunrec~ iG a Ghallow wide gully undercut by a ~tecp wall , 
Gloping Ghelf and ovorhanging wa ll. Two icicles hang down the overhanging wall from the 
shelf. Belay below the left hand icicle. 

Cli rnt> thp ;,;,1", (I clip rest) to reach the <hdf. GQ up thi s tQ be13y ju£t below 3 n3ITQW 
turflodgo on tho moep retaining wall (15m). Traverw the ledge for Srn and up steeply to reach 
the gully (45m). Climb the gully (lOOm). A runnel reaches the summit snow fields. 
Notc: Inner Coire, Creag Meaghuidh. A. Annandale and J. I'ullcr note that a ISm corner left 
of the crux of Longfellow gives a good mixed variation to that route (lII). 

AO 'ACH MOR, Coire an Lochain -Tinsel Town IIOm fV/V 
S. Kennedy, P. Mills. 3rd February, 1991. 

ClimbG the fine groove line juct loft of Gondola With The Wind and right of ColgOle 
Tripper, directly below the biggost cornice on the mountain. Climb a cyctem of groove~ ju ~t 
to the left of the obvious small amphitheatre. Continue up a doop groove to belay on the left. 
Movo back right into tho main groovo and climb stoop mixod ground to beluy directly under 
the maccivo corn ice. The cornice wac oventually outflanked by a long awkward trnver~e to 
the right. The grade takes into account the cornice. 
Note: Although difficult to bo certain from the doccriptions, AquafreGh ' .... OG climbed by C. 
Millar, R. Webb on 27th January, 1990 and named Whito Shark (IV) while Colgute Tripper 
was climbed by R. Reid, R. Webb on 24th February, 1990 - both predating the reports in 
SMCJ,1990. 

-Roaring Forries 140m TV 
S. Richardson, R. Everett, 1. Wilkinson (var). 2nd March, 1991. 

In the middle of Central ButtresG is a broken depression which fonnG an icofall in good 
conditions. Start about 501 left of Typhoon and follow icy groovcs into a fC ...... ». Cli",u tlIt: 
steep back wall by a groove on the right (25m), and climb the icefall above (50m), to reach 
the final snowslopes. 
~ote: Jet Stream with the Direct Finish was climbed by C. Grant and C. Rice on 27th January, 

1990. GradefV. 

-The Slever 
S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie. 2nd March, 1991. 

lOOm IV 

The area of cliff ISm to the left of Molar Canal comprises a large bay. A larg" icefdll fUll", 
down the left edge of the bay which ic climbed in one long pitch to oaGY Glopec. Moye right 
into a small gully and up to an easy cornice. 

North-East Face -Riptide IV/V 
T. Gilchrist, E. McGlashan, S. McLean. 28th March, 1990. 

The corner left of The Betrayal, as mentioned in SMCJ 1990. 
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AO ACH BEAG, Stob Co ire Bhealaich, East Face (SMCJ 1989, p291) -Sideslip 

S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie. 16th February, 1991. 180m IV 

~tart lam right of The Clare Effect and olimb an obvioUG .omcr up rightwOIrde for 60m. 
An iced slab on the left ic c1imb~d before moving back right to mach the faultline which 
crosses the upper part of the entire face. Traverse right along the fault for lam to a large spike 
before moving back up loflWardG into n large receGsod area. Climb to open elopee ab0ve on 
the right. Finish up the narrO'ov ridge (ne for The Ramp) which is joinedjuGt below the top. No 
cornIce. 

West Face, Raw Egg Buttress -Salmonella 

S. Richardson, R. Everett. 23rd March, 1991. 

12Sm V 

A difficult and strenUOUG climb which folloWG a crack and chimney system between Raw 
Egg Buttress Original Route and the left edge of the Chandelle wall. The route is at the top 
end of itG grade, but the GtanceG arc good, and the protection mostly excellent. Start about 30m 
up and right of Original Route, and 10m down and left of Ch an delle, below a prominent and 
very Gteep, right· fac ing corner which curs the lower tier. Moderate mixed ground leads to its 
foot. Peg belay on right. 
1. 3Sm Climb the corner which continuouGly overhangG for the flret 20m, and continu!: more 
reasonably to a belay on easy ground abo\'e (poGGible eGcnpe down rake on right). 
~. ISm ~crumble directly up to the obvioUG V groove abovo, with an offwidth cra.k at ite back. 
3. 10m Climb the groove to a ledge, and follow the continuation chimney toOl peg belay below 
a prominent overhanging offwidth (well seen from below). 
1. lam Climb the offwidth to u ledge (bo ld to ctan but not quiLO ae hard as it looks). 
5. 2Sm Reach an alcove, and pull over an overhanging block to easy ground. 

MEALL nan TARMACHA ,Creag an Lochain -Tote Gully 

S. Steer. M. Bryden. February, 1987. 

140m rrr 

Right of centre on the eUGt facing orug above Lochain na Lairig" ir. a w:tU with ~everal ke 
smear:; below a cnow bacin. The route followe the icy gully on tile left hand side of the wall, 
in two pitches to the snowfields. A choice of routes leads eas il y to an easy corn ice exit. 

-Turf Accountant 140m ill 
M. Bryden, S. Steer. March, 1989. 

Left of Tote Cully i~ an obyiou~ iee smeM. IOm left of this is a thin chimney/gully. Climb 
this, then the turfy buttress above to an easy cornice exit. 

BEN NEVIS 

Douglas Boulder -Norrh-West Face ROLlle 260m V 
C. Stead, D.F. Lang. 9th February, 1991. 

The summer route was followed without the d iversion into the Lefthand Chimney. The 
ch imney and the traversc below the chockstonc provided sustained difficulties. Thereafter, 
snow ramps and grooves led to the South-West Arete , 1 pitch from its top. 

North Wall of Carn Dearg -Kellet's North Wail Route IOSm VI 

M. Charlton, M. Burrows-Smith. 1st February, 1991. 
/\ winter uceent, stuy ing fairly close to the summor line . Pitch 3 i ~ hard and ~eriouE bllt 

with good belays. 
I . ~Sm Climb the flake chimney exiting by tho windmv and up to th!: bro:td ledge. 
2. 20m Climb a comerleft of the crack of the diroct Gtart to Rou te B to fmich on the fhk~ temv:e. 
3. 30m Go 6m right along the flake and up to a rececc. Go right to a steep groove and lip this 
to join Diagonal Terrace at a good belay. 
4. 30m Climb left along Diagonal Terrace and up a steep groove line on good turf. 
5. Exit left into Waterfall Gully and out up this. 
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North Face of Castle Ridge -Le Mechant 140m IV 
A. Perkins, M. Duff (alt). 9th February, 1991. 

A thin gull y on the wal l45m ri ght of La Petite. Climb a small buttress to belay below the 
gully (35m). Scratch up a slab Srn to enter the gull y. Go up thi s and over an icy bulge. (15m). 
Continue on an icy slab and groove to the crest (45m). Up the crest easily to the ridge (35m). 

MALLAIG CRAGS, Carn M hic a' Ghille-chaim (see SMCJ 1988, p70 )-lnto The Light 
G. Latter, G .E. Little (alts) . 22nd July, 1989. lOOm E3 

Start be low the undercut base of the Central Pillar just left of a large pinnac le- like fl ake. 
1. i 5m 5e. C limb loft trunding ov~rhanging cracl: ~ to Cl good reG! Pull ri ght and up ~trenuOU3 
bulging cracks to a ledge and belay above. 
2. 20m . Traverse right on casy ground , passing below a large fl uke to a 3eeond flake below 
a grassy groove. Belay on top. 
3. 30m Sa. Move up, then follow a left trending fake crack to a ni che . Climb cracks above and 
a short slabby wall to a commodious ledge. 
~. 30m 5b. Up1 short easy slabs (common with Edgoof Perfec tion) then n fl nkeernck 3plitting 
the final vertical wall. Thread belay well back on right. 

Sgurr Bhuidhe (see SMCJ 1988, p70)-Dawn Patrol 30m Severe 
G.E. Little. 25th May, 1990. 

This rout~ climbs tho diagonal rib near the centre of the face UU3t le fr of n 3upling at half 
height). Climb the rib with a move left to fl akes at half height. Finish by a steep left-trending 
groove. 

GLENCOE 

BUACHAILLE ETIVE MOR, Stab Coire Altruim ( 197532) 
This orth-facing crag consists of a main rock buttress bounded by a snow gully on the 

left. A lower more broken buttress lies to the left of the gull y. 
-Dalmatian Couloir lOOm IIl/TV 

G.E. Little, A. Baker. 2nd March, 199 1. 
An obvious deep chimney spl its the centre of the main buttress. Climb the chimney in 2 

pitches passing over severallargechockstones (80m). Snowslopes lead to thecomice. A little 
gem, somewhat reminiscent of a mini Raven's Gully. 
Note: The route was climbed the fo llowing day by R. Everett and 
S. Richardson, a snowfall having covered any traces . It was graded IV and their name has been 
retained, being less suggestive. 

-Huandoy Revisited 85m 1Il 
A. Baker, G. E. Little. 2nd March, 199 1. 

A short d istance up the snow gull y bounding the le ft fl ank of the main bUllress, an open 
ice groove runs up the slabby face.Climb the ice groove to a snowfield (45m). Up steepeni ng 
snow to below a large cornice, avoided by a long traverse left. 

S. Kennedy notes: 
In the prolonged cold spe ll this year the ice smear on the broken buttress just below 

Lagangarbh Buttress developed into a fme icefall. The route Infected (SMCJ 1990, p59 1) 
seems to have partially c limbed the icefall. In any event the icefal l was cl imbed direct by M. 
Macdonald, N. Morrison, S. Kennedy on 17th February, 199 1. 
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BEINN FHADA, Sentry Crag -Sentry Slabs Direct 
S. Steer,l. Roberts, C. Scollick. 9th July , 1989. 

lOOm VS 

Start otthe 10weGt point oftho 10woGttior at a clean pink ebb ~tween t"'o promini"P! "'~tpr 
streaks. Climb on ca3Y 31ab to a black bulge. Climb over thiG, then elabe to a belay at the top 
ofa ramp which slopes down left. Climb the extreme right of the wall behind the belay, and 
continue directly up bulging slabs until an obvious traverse leads right to a tree belay. Climb 
a short pink wall behind the belay to easy ground. 

-Smiley's Indecision 
S. Steer, C. Scobie. 13th May, 1990. 

50m El 

1. :!5m 5u. Start at the same point as ShowcaGo and climb oacily up and I ~ft to the leftm0 t 
(turfie3t) of two crael;G. Climb the Glob between tho crack and the left aret~ of th~ wall until 
moves can be made right to the belay of Showcase. 
2. 25m. Move left and climb directly on the same line to easy ground. 
Descent by abseil or easy slabs and walls to terrace. 

GEARR AONACH, East Face 
The following:! routeG climb the clean ',','all between Slimcrack and Flake Groove. 

-Balllra Wall 
A. Tibbs, H. Shannon. 2nd July, 1989. 

60mHVS 

Start immediately left of a large brown Gtreak of rock a Ghort way left of Flak~ Grc-ovt'. 
I. 30n1 Sa. Climb directly up through un obvious breul( in tho wall 2m loft of the brmvn etnmk 
to a small ledge below a bulge at 
15m. Climb up rightwards on to brown rock until a short traverse left can be made above the 
bulge. A crack leads to a belay. 
2. 30m - Finish up easier rocks. 

-The Burning 60m El 
A. Tibbs, S. Cameron. 12th May, I 990. 

Strut mid' .... u)' between the left edge of the brown Gtreuk and Slimcrack (left of Barura Wall). 
I. 30m 5a. Climb the wall fairly directly to a belay. 
2. 30m - Continue up the easier wall above. 

North-East Face -Mad Mackerel 
I. Roberts, V. Ross. 13th May, 1990. 

60mEI 

The route lies Gomedistunce to the right of Hairy Kipper, on the approach to the Zig zags. 
Start beside an obvious dirty corner with an obviou roof at 6m. 
I . 37m Sa. Climb to the roof. Underoling the roof to iw right hand and, cwp round right into 
the bottom of un obvious groove, and climb thie to a good ctanc~ on the Ili'ft oC the gmove. 
2 . 21m Sa. follow the groove to the overhanging wall above. Pull through and up, then ,limb 
broken ground and heather to a sapling belay. 

AO ACH DUBH, Far Eastern Buttress -Oriem Express 
R. Anderson, C. Anderson, R. Milne. 2nd February, 1991. 

85m IV 

Take:; the thin iood ohimney up tho loft cido oftho main maCG of rock, Sturtjuct left obn 
obvious corner. 

I . 15m Climb ea~y angled ice left of tho corner; belay on lodge right of steep i,e. 
2. 25m Move up left and climb steep iced chimney to ledge. 
3. 15m Continue up ice to large boulder, threads. 

-Yen 
R. Anderson, C. Anderson. 9th February, 1991. 

Approximates the summer line. Start at foot of lowest rocks. 

lOOm IV 

I. ~Om Move right along ba~e of crag, then follow ea~y ground up to base of obvious chimney. 
Traverse up left to belay at short corner. 
:!. 20m Climb comor and crac[(~ to ledge bo~ide gully (Ghort technical cllction). 
3. 10m Step left and oontinue up crnokline/groove. Thrcadc in large boulder over the top. 
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-Satori 
K.V. Crocket, G. lefferies. 12th May, 1990. 
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SSm VS 

Climbs the lefthand of two parallel and right-trending cracks, 011tl1.:. fine wall right uf IlJJ 
obvious chimney groove. The arete of North-east Nose is on the right. 
I. I Srn Scramble or climb to stance at foot of chimney groove. 
2. 10m 1b Step onto wall , movo right thon up to block at right cnd of small roof. Over thi s 
moving left to continue up crack. Block belay on top. 

-Shibumi SSm VS 
K.V. Crockel, G. lefferies. 12th May, 1990. 

Climbs the righthand crack, starting as for Satori. 
\. ISm Scramble or climb 10 stance at foot of chimney groove. 
2. ~Om ~b Step onto wall, go right to good footholds before corner. Follow obvious crack 
above to easier ground at top of corner. Follow edge to block belay on top. 

-Farewell Arete 
K.V. Crockel , A. Walker. 19th May, 1990. 

80m VD 

The right "vall of Halo and Corn~r Gully forms an areto, rising from the foot oftho gully. 
Climb arete, with a Gtep left at 6m then continue up superb rock to ledge and belay. Continue 
above on same line for two pitches. 

STOB COIRE NAN LOCHAIN -Double Entendre 
A. Nelson, G. Szuca. 16th March, 1989. 

Start about l am left of and below Innuendo. 

IV (hard) 

\. Move up and right along a slabby ramp, then make a hard move left. Go up and right to belay 
at a spike almost in Innuendo. 
2. Movo loft for 2m, then up into a groove JUGt left of the left arcte of the steep tower. Co up 
the groove to belay in the gap behind the tower. 
3. Move up to a good flake runner, then right up u slabby ramp. Bolay on a block undor the 
obvious hanging block ISm above. 
~ . Move up and right on more broken ground with bott or protection to an obvious off width 
chimney/crack. Squirm up this moving right at the top. Belay IOm higher. 
S. Move right and over an awkward bulge to easier ground 

-Inclination 145m V1 
R. Anderson, C. Anderson, R. Milne. 17th February, 199\. 

This routo uses tho original start to Tilt, on the right of the creGt, then takes the wall on 
its left to finish up a chimney. Belay at start of Tilt. 
\. 20m Movo right to gain and climb a right ·slanting, stopped groovo up the right Gide of the 
crest to a ledge and large block. 
2. 20m Move up the ramp on the left, stop very gingorly up right on to a small block and climb 
cracks (formerly aid in wmmor) to achimney. Climb this and easior ground above to join Tilt 
on the crest, chockstone belay. 
3. 20m The unlike ly looking ' .... all on the loft. Movo up loft to a foothold , thon climb the wall 
to finish up a short groove. 
1. 15m Climb the wide fault above (Diroet Route and Chimney Route), then go left and up 
into a wide chimney. The right sido of thi s chimnoy is formed by a hugo fin of rode Climb 
the chimney to belay on a boulder choke. 
S. ~Om Move up left and on to a large choclestone, then up right to easier ground, the crest, 
then the top. 

STOB COIRE NAM BEITH, No 4 Buttress -Isis SSm V 
R. Anderson, C. Anderson, R. Milne. 23rd March, 1991. 

The summor lino was followed via the flake cracle in 3 pitches. Short, sustained and 
technically absorbing. Descend by the gully of No 4 Buttress. 
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BEINN TRILLEACHAN, ETIVE SLABS -The The 
O. Lawrie, O. Szuca. 13th June, 1990. 
1. 25m 5b. Start right of Attila and climb the slab directly to a tree. 

E3 

2. 20m 5a. FoIIO'o'o' Attila for lOm to a trco, movo horizontally right along obviouE handholds 
to a grass ledge and poor belay (RP's). 
3. 15m 4b. 00 diagonally right to belay on the third pitch of Spartan Slab. 
4. 6a. Move up and rightwards, then follow an obvious groove to an old peg. 00 up l1-}e obvious 
steep corner to easier ground. Belay on a tree in a corner. 
5. 4c. Pull over the overlap and follow the slab to the top of Spartan Slab. 

-Comatose 90m VS 4c 
1. Barron, S. Kennedy. 12th May, 1990. 

This route lie on the clean area of slab approx 400m to the right of and at the same height 
as the main slabs. The slab is a chort distance rightofan obvious daop gully. A pnrviouE S\'v\'r~ 
appears to lie somewhere to the left of this route. 

Start JU Gt right of the 1000'o'est point of tho slab and climb pact a cmall hole in the rock to 
reach an obviou3 right slanting faultline. FoIIO'o'.' the faultlino diagonally up right'.vardc to a 
horizontal fault near the right edge of the slab (45m, peg belay in situ) . Climb back up 
Icftwards to reach a grooveline which is followed to the top (~5m). Abseil descent from 
convenient tree. Probably climbed before but worthwhile if time is short. 

BEINN CHAORACH, Glen Ceitlin Slabs (SMCJ 1987, p497) -The Whore's Apron 
S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie. 10th February, 1991. 250m III 

Copious amounts of ice form down these slabs in a good winter, the best of which forms 
down the summer line of The Whore's Apron. Climb the icefall direct. 

The following route lies on the same side of the hill 
-The Fall Line 220m III 

S. Kennedy, A. Paul. 14th February, 1991. 
On the approach to the previouc route an imprceei ... o icofall ie caon on Ih~ right, abQut 

400m before the aforementioned slabs. The ice forme down the largest of the watercourses. 
Climb the ieefall direct, fini Ghing up a narro'. ... doop chimney juct belm'! the top . 

NORTH-EAST OUTCROPS 

With a new guide in preparation, no no'.v routoe from thi s area are included. 

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARROCHAR 

BEINN A' CHREACHAN -Soft Option 
A. Baker, O.E. Little. 3rd March, 1991. 

265m III 

Climbs the front face of Co ire an Lochain'c right hand ( ..... ostorly) buttrocc. Start at the fim 
snow bay to the left of the bay below the imposing icicle. 

i\ seend a rump trending left until cteop but turfy ground can bo climbed to boby at dubious 
jammed flakes at the right hand cnd of a short ledge (40m). Move left to the end of the ledge, 
go up a groove, then movo bacle right to bolay (2Sm). Move right and ascend :J. Enowfield in 
2 long pitches aiming for an ice groove breaking thro'lgh a short rock band (95m). Climb the 
groove and snow above (35m). EaGier ground runs off to the right but ascend an ice flow on 
the right flank of the upper buttreGs to bclay at a cave let (~Om). Climb cteep ice on the left, 
then over the final rocks to easier ground (30m). 
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BEIN A DOTHAIDH, North-East Coire 

G. Muhlemann, R. Everett note the following straightening of Slow March. Climb straight 
up after the first belay to the foot of the overhanging triangular corner, then up this direct 
(crux) and the groove system above just left of the barrel-fronted buttress. Grade IV. 

BEINN DORAIN, Creag an Socach -The Prophet 
K.Howell, G.E. Little. 16th January, 1991. 

120m V 

A direct line between Kick Start and Scorpion. Start just left of the conspicuous rib ' on 
the first pitch of Scorpion. 
I . 30m Climb a snowy groove exiting right to gain a snow bay below an obvious open corner. 
Belay on a large block on the right. 
2. 30m Climb the open corner until forced out on to the slabby left wall. Very thin climbing 
leads to easier ground. Ascend directly to gain a snow ledge with jammed flake thread belay. 
3. 35m Step left 2m, then ascend to overhang. Cross the overhang moving right (clipped axe 
for aid). Go up to a second small overhang, make a long step left, then up to gain a snow ramp. 
Move right up the ramp for a few metres to take a poor belay. 
4. 25m Continue to near the top of the ram p, then climb a slabby scoop (hard start) trending 
slightly left to finish. 

-The Sting 120m V 
K. Howett, G.E. Little (ait). 19th January, 1991. 

Between Scorpion and The Promised Land lies an area of dark clean bulging rock low 
down on the face. A narrow rock ramp cuts across its right flank. Start at a fan of slabs below 
the c lean bulging rock. 
1.3001 Move up, then left across slabs to a block with a horizontal crack. Take a snow ramp 
trending right until it is possible to climb up to gain a small rock bay at the base of the above
mentioned rock ramp. 
2. 25m Ascend the rock ramp, then directly up steep ground to belay at the right end of the 
central snow ledge. 
3. 10m Cross to the left end of the snow ledge to belay below the slim corner of Scorpion. 
4. ISm Climb the superb corner crack (large hexentrics give useful protection) to its top, then 
make an interesting move left to a ledge and belay. 
5. 40m Climb to the base of a vague wide rock rib. Move slightly left, surmount a short 
difficult wall, then trend right up steepening ground to the top. A groove on the right of the 
vague rock rib would give an alternative and longer final pitch. 

BEINN UDLAIDH, Coire Ghamhnain -Hyde alld Seek 50m IV 
S. Downie, G. Szuca. 16th February, 1991. 

The most obvious steep icefall at the top right corner of the coire. Follow the ice out of 
a small cave on the right to a belay on top of a pinnacle. Finish up and rightwards. 

THE COBBLER, South Peak -Gibber Crack 
R. Milne, R. Anderson. 25th November, 1990. 

II0mV 

Follows the summer linc, a bcttcr wintcr description follows. An obviou!. wi"L"r li"" 
taking the open corner/groove towards the right side of the North Face. Start in the bay at the 
foot of the groove. 
1. 10m Go up rightwards to a ledge on the edge. 
2. 20m Climb corner/groove using crack in right wall, then move right at a block/bulge and 
go up to belay on its top. 
3. 40m Continue above to climb a short crack, then move up right to follow easier ground to 
belay on the arete where North Wall Traverse comes in from tlle left. 
4. 40m Ascend flake crack, move right, then go up short crack to ledge and movc right again 
LO climb to a larger ledge. It is possible to walk off here but is more fitting to climb to the top. 
Do so via the second corner crack to the right of the arete. 
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orth Peak, South Face -Right Angle Direct 
C. Cartwright, S. Richardson (alt). 30th December, 1990. 

80m IV 

A natural winter combination of the summer route Ramshead Ridge, followed by Right 
Angled Gully with the Direct Finish. The final pitch was excellent. 

-Fold Direct V 
R. Anderson , T. Prentice (alt). 9th December,1990. 

l\ boulder problom Gtart up tho rocoGG/comor come ~m left of the Eummer route g:tim th~ 
fau lt/chimney line which leads to the top in 4 pitches. 

-N'Gombi 
R. Anderson, R. Milne (alt). 6th January, 1991. 

Follows the summer line. 

120m V 

I. 30m l\3cend groove/crucle to Gholf, then travorGO to overhung corner. Pull out right to g3in 
ledge, then step up left and climb corner to belay at short chimney/niche. 
2. 4Sm As for the summer line, out right to climb turfy wall to gain large ledge. Up easy 
chimney to platform overlooking Great Gully. 
3. 4Sm Move up left, then up turfy IcdgoG until it iG pOGdble to tr:lVerEe left to re3ch ea ier 
ground leading to the top. 
Note: K.V. Crocket and B. Dulleaclimbed Maclay ' s Crack (13/01/91) finding it an excellent, 
natural winter line at ill/IV. Recommended. 

C REAG T HARSUI NN -Terminator 70m IV/V 
M. Garthwaite, G. Szuca. 13th January, 1991. 

A fine ice climb, slow to come into condition. 
I. SOm Climb the corner of Terminal Wall via iced slabs and bulges to gangway below steep 
upper wall. 
2. 20m Climb a crack in the centre of the wall for Srn to a ledge. Traverse 3m left. then straight 
up n groove above and right into a nioho. Step right JUGt bolow the top to fini h. 

-McLaren's Chimney, variation start ill/IV 
M. Garthwaite, G. Szuca. 12th January, 1991. 

The right hand icefall. 

BEIN DONICH -Flakewalk 60m V 
C. Cartwright, R. Everett, S. Richardson. 31st December, 1990. 

The summer route was followed in 4 short but sustained pitches, resulting in an excellent 
mixed route in the modem idiom. A specially modified No. 11 Hexcentric was carried to 
protect the 12cm wide offwidth on pitch 2, and reluctantly used as a hand hold on the third 
(crux) pitch. Pitch 4 was climbed on ice. Attempted previously. 

BEINN A LOCHAIN, Loch RestiI Face - Frog 
T. Redfem, K. Schwartz. 10th February, 1991. 

200m ll/IlI 

The obvious ice cascade immediately right of a small gully (II, ice) near the initial 
narrowing of the diagonal shelf. Climb the cascade direct in 2 obvious pitches to an easier
angled curving gully leading up right to join Toad above a wide ice slab. Cross Toad and 
continue up the steepening shallow gully just right of the narrow capped ice slab above. Leads 
eventually on to the upper slopes of the NE Ridge. 
Note: Twin Caves Gully. T. Redfem notes that the through route of the first pitch is very 
artificial and it is more natural to climb the right wall of the gully. Also the ice pitch can be 
hard in thin ice. Grade III overall more realistic. 

BI NEI A F HIDH LEIR, Creag Coire an C reagach -Africa Gully 
S. Richardson, G. Muhlemann. 29th December, 1990. 

Follow the summer line. The chockstone provided the only real difficulties. 

60mIll 
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-Abyssinia Chimney 
G. Muhlemann, S. Richardson. 29th December, 1990. 

As for the summer route. A good back and foot pitch. 
-Two-Step, Direct Start 

K.V. Crocket, J .M. Lackie. 13th May, 1989. 
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60m ill 

2Sm VS 4b 

Climbs the lower tier, starting a few metres right of Heart of Darkness. Go up clean wall , 
pass ing obvious cavity to quartz veins , step right and fini sh directly. Excellent. The bestclimb 
on this section is now probably this pitch followed by Heart of Darkness. 

-Witch-Doctor 85m VS 
K.V. Crocket, B. Dullea. 2nd August, 1990. 

Stru1 18m right of Serengeti. The route climbs the obvious clean slabby wall seen above, 
just left of a vegetatious gully area. On the skyline is a chockstone straddling a narrow 
chimney. 
1. 40m. Climb mossy slabby steps of rock up then right to belay below the wall. Cleaning 
would improve thi s pitch. 
2. 3Sm 4b. The wall is now climbed on fine incuts by a dog-leg line; first up, then right to a 
ledge on the edge, then up and left to the left edge and corner beyond. Continue by the corner, 
now grassy, to belay below the chockstone. 
3. !Om. Finish by a choice of routes. 

GLEN CROE Outcrops, Great Slab -The Incredible Hulk ISm ES 
S. Robinson, K. Lawson. April, 1989. 

Very bold and strenuous. Round the left side of the main slab is an overhanging wall with 
a thin crack starting at half height. Climb the wall and crack (6a) . 

-Rock Sculpture 24m E3 6a 

S. Robinson, K. Lawson. April , 1989. 
At the right end of the main slab, go up a heathery flake crack to reach the left end of 

overhangs (PR). Go up on small holds (RP3 in thin crack), then trend right to a foot ledge. 
Climb boldly up to PR and finish. Peg belay just at the top. 

ARRAN 

CIR MHOR, North-East Face -When The Going Gets TU/f 130m ill 
G.E. Little. 2nd February, 1991. 

Follows a line of turfy grooves just right of and parallel to Gully A. Although exposed, 
the line is a lot easier than it appears (good freeze required). Start on the grassy ramp leading 
into Gully A about !Om below the toe of April Arete. Move up turfy slabs on the right, with 
one short difficult rock section, to gain a diagonal turfy groove. Climb the groove in several 
pi tches to the top. 

CAISTEAL ABHAIL, Buttress 1 -The Rift 
G.E. Little. 2nd February, 1991. 

IISm ll/III 

A better route in winter than in summer. The lower part of The Rift is easy but as height 
is gained, it becomes progressively more interesting with the last 30m providing a bit of a 
tussle. 

Buttress 5 -Hellfire Crack 
G.E. Little. 2nd February , 1991. 

13Sm ill/IV 

The natural winter line on the buttress giving some strenuous climbing by the summer 
line. The steep V -chimney was the crux. Finish by the upper part of Rampart where the two 
routes join. 
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Sannox Beach, Conglomerate Crag -Stranger than Fiction 
A. Connolly, G. Szuca. 29th September, 1990. E2/35b 

The route take~ the 31abby right hand wall '.vith in ~ itu goar. Start below a red runner. Move 
up to clip it, then traverse leftwards to a peg jU3t before the large protruding boulder. Go up 
to a ring peg and folio ... ,. the ' .... 011 above ~lightl)' right ... ,'ards to belay. Abseil off. Four :l~cent~ 
that day. 

KING'S CAVE 
/\n impro3sivo 3andstone oave '2.51un north of Drumadoon Point. The rock is very sandy 

and needs cleaning. Stakes required for belays. 

-Ca\'e Arete ISm Hard Severe 
A. Connolly, G. Szuca. September, 1990. 

The obviou3 slabby urete on the left Gide of the big cavo with tho through route . Move left 
from the overhanging ' .... all with 3 bigjugG. Go up to a crack, thon mov~ right to the arete. Move 
up the slabby arete and finish leftwards on a sandy ledge. 

-King Swing 15m E2 5c 
A. ConnoUy, G. Szuca. September, 1990. 

$tart in the :;ame placo. Go up tho overhanging wall ju ~ t left of tho thin crack to g:lin thl1 
rightmo3tofthe 3 jug:;. Travcf$e left to a eraok (runner) and pull overto join tho previous route. 

G. SZUC:l admiw that the crag doesn't warrant a special visit but is less lichenous th:ln 
Drumadoon Point. Severn! parties have boen di sappointed with Drumadoon Point thinking 
thut the lichen ha:; brown bacl •. This is not, howevcr, true since it was m:v~r removed in the 
fLr:;t place. It is therefore a very primitivo crag and rock athletes (and other sane people) :ue 
advi ed to Dypass or take a very large brush. 

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN SCOTLAND OUTCROPS 

ABERDOUR -Psy/ocibie 20m E2 50. 
A. Connolly, G. Szuca. 13th October, 1990. 

Follo' .... G thc Gpace between Gaucho and Rebel 's Groove. Start below a pil1:i1' and o::liml:> 
this centrally via a crack to a ledgc. Go up the wall above uGing sidepulls and a blunt bl:Ick 
rib. Move left to clip the peg on Gaucho, go back right and climb the '.vall above, moving 
slightly rightto ~mall rugosities and an undercut. Move to a good slot just right of:L loose flake, 
Go over a bulge to good holds and straight up to finish. Thero is a long runout from th;: peg 
(crux). 

Ross Point Quarry, Loch Lomond 
The quarry is very hard to find. From the University field GtUlion, follow!h() rough road 

over a hill to the next bay, then keep to the lochside until the quarry is found behind a pile of 
slate. 

-Forked Lightning VS 4b 
S. Robinson, K. Lawson July 1989 

Climb the left hand of the jagged crackG opposite the bolted wall. The right h:mo finish 
is Severe. 
NOTE: The 2 pegs 011 One Way Trip are now missing. 
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GALLOWA Y, Portobello (Map 82 Ref. 961664) 
See SMCJ 1989 for details of the c li ff. 

Main Cliff 

687 

The following three routes arc on the left hand, ooa wru;hed Gection, beGt approached by abeeil. 
-Warsteiner Ilm Very Difficult 

J. Thomson, A. Fraser. 9th December, 1989. 
Climbs the left-hand arete of the cliff, above a small platform. 

-SUlfin' Safari 
A. Fraser, J . Thomson. 9th December, 1989. 

Takes the two thin disjointed and rightward trending cracks. 

-Puffin Nuffin 
A. Fraser, J. Thomson. 9th December, 1989. 

Takes the large corner about 8m right of Surfin' Safari. 

Shark Fin Bay 

12m Severe 

14m Severe 

This is the next bay to the south of the Main Cli ff, recogni sable by a pinnacle roGcmbl ing 
a shark's fin. The crag compriseG a lower left hand area and a larger but more vegetated right 
hand area. The following climbs arc on the left· hand scction , finishing on a peninsula. From 
th~ topofthis to th~ top of the crag is ~ 30m Diff. Th'" left-h~nd se,tion is spl,t 'ntn fnllr.p"t'nn. 
by corners . Routes are described from left to right. 

-Speed Limpets 9m VS 4b 
A. Fraser, 1. Thomson. 4th April , 1990. 

Takes the left trending cracks on the leftmost sea-washed section of the cliff. 

-Basking lip the Wrong Tree 
J. Dickson, A. Fraser. 18th March, 1990. 

Climbs the leftmost corner, sloping leftwards. 

-Saniry Clause 
A. Fraser, J. Thomson. 9th December, 1989. 

12m V. Diff. 

20m Severe 

Climbs the second, rightward sloping corner. Undercut at the bottom. 

-Curty Shark 20m VS 4b 
A. Fraser, J. Dickson. 18th March, 1990. 

Tu the righl ~'f S:mily Clau~~ i~" wall,lel·('glm:11..'" 1.>)' ~ ludl(" at f)!1e 11.,,,1 hp'l.\I, i, rl"oI 
"kft U"lIJillgl-VIIIl-1 ut it.; eigh t ..:dg<.;. GldJtdt lilt- fvvt vfthccuri,ci, traVCi.;C kft into thc niche, 
then up right to a spike in the corner, climbing the corner to the top. 

The U-Boat Pen 
This is the name given to the narrow tidal inlet between Shark Fin Bay and Cracked Block 

Cove. There are two routes. 

-Riverboat Gambler 
A. Fraser, J. Thomson. 9th December, 1989. 

25m VS 4c 

Takes the fine crack which springs from the bottom of lh~ ~asy I ~ftward s sloping r~mp 
at the loft side of the crag. Climb the crack to itG top, then traverse up and right to a corner at 
the top of the crag. Good. 

-Dead Sea Strolls 
A. Fraser, J. Thomson. 4th April, 1990. 

20m Hard Severe 4b 

The left hund wall hUG a prominent right to left diagonal line across it. Climb thiG for 6m 
then follow the corner above, finishing to the right of the left-hand tower. 
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iany of the following route~ are not ne ...... None arc howo ... or included in the Guidebook 
and are mentioned here for the sake of completeness. 

Barrow Head (NX 449341) -The Fin 
C. MacAdam, A. Fraser. 24th September, 1980. 

30m HVS 4c 

To the we~t of the main cliff~, and underneath the carnp~i te, in a coa ctack. Thic ic a direct 
line on orange rock to the left end of the flat , narrm ... aroto right of tho Gummit. Good. 
NOTE: The Python (12m Severe A. Fraser, G. MacAdam, 24th September 1980). A 
d3rific3tion to the Guidebook. The Newt is the right f0rkQfBoozt'r'~ (,himpp ), . Thi" <t;'r~rHtp 
chimney to the right is this route. 

Meikle Ross, -Meikle Gorbachov 40m VS 4c 
A. Fraser, G. Robb. 4th April, 1988. 

Start at the foot of Pigeon Chimney. Climb a flake on the left wall of the chimney, then 
1':t..HJtinll t' along this !\b')\/f;! th~ r:hinlw:y. At its ~!H.l (,-" It->r) •. u\k illg the p!!l!HH.:!e) d imb ,ht" lnWf:"f 
above. 

-The Moosetrap 30m VS 4e 
A. Fraser, R. Webb. 18th September, 1982. 

The 'shale delight' Jm left ofllumper Dumper. Climbs the corner, thc top V. Diff. section 
being slightly loose. 

-Poison Ivy 30m Diff. 
Round left of The Moocetrap i ~ a ohimney. Thi~ tnl{C~ the left wall and upper Goction of 

this, and provides as easy if foul way out of this area of the crag. 

-Barnacle Bill 
A. Fraser, W. Todd. 20th June, 1982. 

The arete left of Blistering Barnacles, mediocre. 

Balcary Bay (NX 824487) 

-The Cave Traverse 
A. Fraser, D. Walker. 1st December, 1979. 

40m Severe 

150m Very Difficult 

Recommended for iw ~uperb and remote coastal scenery. Low tide is preferable. Start in 
the large bay at the abo ... e map reference (marked Lot 'c Wife on the map). Tho ponincula on 
the euct cide of the bay ic reached by ea~y traver~ing from caves at the back of the bay, then 
a 30m climb to the caddie at the left side of the peninsula. From the peninsula continue round 
the corner to the top of a chimney (50m). Deocend the chimney to a cave (30m). A further 
passage leadc out through the cave and might give a difficult continuation at ve ry low tides. 

Lot 's Wife Area 
Tk dilllbing is in two areas, around the pinnacle of Lot 's Wife itself (NX 909558), and 

underneath the cliff top cottage known as The Lookout (NX 907557), a short way further to 
the west. 

-Lot's Wife 30m 
TI,l., seaward face is Moderate, the buttress at the left end ofthis face is Di fficult and the 

north-east arete is a loose vegetated Very Difficult 

-Lot's Wife Slab 40m Very Difficult 
A. Fraser, W. Todd. 28th June, 1979. 

Climbs the slab behind the pinnacle, and to the left of the waterfall. 
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Lookout Area 
The fir~ttwo route~ are on the ~Iab to the left of the steps leading down from The Lookout. 

-The Watchtower 
A. Fraser, W. Todd. 2nd October, 1980. 

Climbs the crack up the buttress on the left-hand side of the slab. 

-Lookout Slab 
W. Todd, A. Fraser. 2nd October, 1980. 

20m VS 4b 

40m VS 4b 

The slab to the right of The Watchtower is climbed centrally, being reached by a vegetated 
scramble. 

-The Tombstone 20m VS 4b 
A. Fraser, R. Duff. 30th August, 1982. 

Thi~ route climbs the nCJll c10an ~Iab cast of tho above two roule~ . Tho top of the slab is 
separated from the main coastline. 

The Railway Cuttings (NX 938739) -North Wall Traverse 250m VS 4c 
A. Fraser, D. Walker. August, 1977. 

Mostoflh", worthwhil", climbing is on th'" sOHlh (i.e. north facing) wall, b\lt Ibi" porth 1'1"11 
givos thi s route, following a natural fault at two thirds height. The climbing varios from Iho 
sublime to the ridiculous. 

Dob's Linn (NY 196158) -Left Wall 80m IT 
A. Fraser. 11th January , 1987. 

[nmmplete ice led to the vegetaten left wall heing taken on holh steps of the fall 


